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Three topics which relate to marine resource use are discussed,

within the context of extended jurisdiction. History reveals that

the trend toward extended jurisdiction has likely been brought on by

the United States Given this history, a discussion of how property

rights emerge from anarchy is presented. The persistence of

constrained anarchy is attributed to high transactions costs which

are exacerbated by changes In a country's ability to lay hold of

resources Social institutions reduce the costs of transaction, but

where these are disallowed, constrained anarchy is chronic Even in

highly developed social systems, some property rights can be quickly

eroded through increasing costs of transactions For this reason,

international property rights in the sea are probably transitory in

nature. Property rights likely will continue to develop although

subsequent outcomes will occur because of declining transactions

costs and/or because the benefits of further property rights

definition exceed the benefits of living with external effects
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The second topic covers the effects of extended jurisdiction on

seafood trade A theoretical argument is presented to show how

factors will move to some other productive activity, if that activity

can secure scarce resources. In the absence of explicit trade in

factors, other forms of exchange emerge If alternatives to explicit

trade become routine, then analysis of trade data that does not

include these alternatives become suspect

The third topic is an excursion into the area of resource

management under assumptions of risk and uncertainty. Its relevance

to post-extended jurisdiction fisheries rests In the fact that some

fleets, in their development following extended jurisdiction, have

used diversification to reduce their risk exposure. Stochastic

Efficiency Analysis is one method of assessing which activities are

most likely to be in an efficient set. However, the correlation

coefficient, as well as mean differences and variance differences,

play a large role In determining whether linear combinations of

prospects will be more efficient Examples of the problem are

presented for the normal case, using a Monte Carlo simulation
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Some Consequences of Extending Ocean Resource Zones

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The expansion of ocean resource zones was not a limited phenome-

non Between 1976 and February 1981, a total of 108 countries made

some type of extended claim on ocean resources Although the first

claims by the United States were limited in both extent and resource

type, a number of other countries have since made varying types of

claims Some claims have been on all marine resources within 200

miles, and other countries have defined less expansive claims (See

Table I-i) Worldwide extended jurisdiction is a significant

development, since a major portion of the planet has come under

control of countries without extensive resort to armed conflict

There is little doubt there have been widespread border changes with

these claims However, as with other global changes which occur, the

impacts of any one action by a single country become obscure

The following papers address three issues which appear to have

become important in the new post-extended jurisdiction world Their

presentation together is meant to call the reader's attention to

three long-range results of the new claims These claims will likely

affect the distribution of other ocean resources as they are

discovered or become valuable. Such claims have also begun to expose

those countries which are developing their resources, especially

fisheries resources, to the problems of risk management.
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Table I-i A Census, as of May 1, 1981 of 135 Independent Coastal

States and Their Ocean Resource Claims by Type,

Extent, and Number of Adherents

Territorial Claims Fishing Limits

Breadth (N M ) No Countries Breadth (N M ) No Countries

3 22 3 3

4 2 6 3

6 4 12 30

12 80 15 1

15 1 25 1

20 1 50 3

30 2 150 3

50 4 200 90

70 1 Rectangle/Polygon 2

100 1

150 1 Economic Zones

200 14 Breadth (N.M.) No. Countries

Rectangular/Polygonal 2 200 51

No Legislation 1 37-310 1

Undefined 1



Table I-i (Continued).

Contiguous Zones Continental Shelf Claims

Type No Countries

1958 Convention 35

200 meters depth or
200 nautical miles, Plus
Margin of the Continental
Shelf 16

200 meter depth, or 200
meters plus limits of
exploration 21

100 fathoms or limits of
exploration 2

Unspecified claims, or
open-ended claims with
no specific reference to
breadth or depth 21

100 N.M. 1

150 N.M. 2

Note: N.M. stands for nautical miles.

Source: U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research

Breadth (N M ) No Countries

3 2

4 1

6 1

10 1

12 13

15 2

18 6

24 9

30 1



Extended ocean claims have affected the productive potential of

factors devoted to production of products from ocean resources

These factors, many of which are physically mobile, have been

combined with factors from other countries (for example, vessels and

labor with ocean habitat in the production of fish) These latter

factors have been, in a sense, "rented," with payments sometimes

being made in fish This could be interpreted as an important new

alternative to factor trade, which has arisen because the factors

themselves cannot be traded, although they may be physically mobile

Chapter II provides a history of extended jurisdiction In

reading of the history, the reader will find the United States had a

significant hand in bringing about the extended jurisdiction trend,

even though it apparently had no intention or desire to do so In

addition, once the Law of the Sea treaty was complete, the United

States, despite unilateral action taken in 1976 declaring a 200

nautical mile width around the U S , a Fisheries Conservation Zone,

and despite the adoption of the Exclusive Economic Zone concept,

chose not to ratify the whole Law of the Sea. In a following

theoretical section, the issue of property rights formation, under an

assumption of anarchy is presented The work of several writers on

property rights formation and anarchy is used in an effort to show

why stable "constrained anarchies" are likely to persist, rather than

some distribution of resources in a "trade only" world.

Chapter III examines some theoretical and empirical issues which

have become apparent in seafood trade during the time countries have

extended their jurisdictional claims. The theoretical issue analyzed
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addresses the impact of extended jurisdiction on seafood trade, when

major inputs of production cannot be explicitly traded In other

words, effort may be "traded" for fish anyway, even if the countries

developing their fisheries resources are not able to buy foreign-made

vessels which are underutilized as a result of extended jurisdiction

Tentative investigations suggest such a phenomenon does occur This

phenomenon implies that empirical investigations of changes in

seafood trade patterns must include the so-called "non-trade"

activity Two examples using market shares models are presented to

point out the implications of extended jurisdiction on seafood trade.

The fourth chapter addresses a general theoretical problem of

potential interest to fishing industry members, who must make

management decisions under assumptions of risk and uncertainty. It

is interesting to note that, coincident with the Magnuson Fishery

Conservation and Management Act (MFCMA), increased attention seems to

have been paid to diversification in fisheries Most large and

expensive vessels can no longer rely on the stability of a single

stock of fish to carry them through a year. Fishing techniques, such

as trawling, may lend themselves more easily to a multi-species

approach Fishing strategies can now be changed more rapidly, simply

by changing components of a net. In addition, larger vessels seem to

be built with more attention to multiple fisheries For example, in

Alaska the MFCMA, in conjunction with the collapse of the king crab

fishery, has contributed to a rapid increase in retrofitting of crab

vessels, so they can participate in trawl fisheries Such changes

suggest the recent attention to the management of risk by those in



fisheries economics and anthropologymay be connected with extended

jurisdiction and fisheries development in the post-200 mile era

If this assumption is correct, then an increased amount of attention

will be given to the choice of fishing activities, perhaps using the

several aids to decision-making which are based on the expected

utility hypothesis

Stochastic efficiency analysis, a well known algorithm, has been

extensively used in agriculture for the selection of a set of

nondominated, or efficient, activities among a number of risky

prospects It assumes mutually exclusive activities or activities

which are statistically independent An added feature of the

algorithm is that it assumes only a positive risk coefficient for

first degree stochastic dominance; in second degree stochastic

dominance, risk aversion is all that need be assumed. These

assumptions conform, in part, to the way fishing vessels actually

operate, since only a limited number of prospects can be planned

during the fishing season

There are also numerous cases where, given the ability to

diversify, comparison among strategies may be desired when forming an

efficient set For example, individual vessels with potential for

diversification might be interested in determining a set of the '1most

efficient fisheries, from the standpoint of consistency of high

catches and prices A multiple vessel firm, on the other hand, might

be interested in determining whether or not diversifying vessels

among several fisheries would improve their expected net revenue

position given the history of each fishery. Yet, another example



might be a large processing firm, which may be interested in which

set of products (outputs or inputs) would most likely be consistent

revenue generators through time Stochastic efficiency analysis

prescriptions, however, are not clear when the assumptions of mutual

exclusivity and statistical independence are violated In these

cases, the usefulness of stochastic dominance to determine an

efficient set of activities may be suspect Chapter IV focuses on

the cases where stochastic efficiency analysis might still be useful

even though statistical independence cannot be assumed

Finally, the consequences of extended jurisdiction on U S trade

activity in seafood is less than clear, because extended jurisdiction

worldwide may cause changes in the way other countries use their own

fisheries and non-fisheries resources While it is true that

geographically small countries, such as Japan, which are strong

fishing nations may have lost in the wake of extended claims, it may

also be that a substantial "trade has arisen through joint ventures

Given present U S law, this type of trade is likely to persist until

U S -subsidized ship building accelerates or more formalized trade is

allowed in the factors of production. Until that time, however,

trade theory suggests mobile factors will move to their most

productive use whether or not formal trade in that factor exists

For this reason, displaced factors could exhibit themselves as joint.

ventures, foreign direct investment, aggressive lobbying for resource

allocations, and in rare cases, circumvention of the Jones Act.

The three topics presented were chosen because they represent

areas which were felt to be important future consequences of extended
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jurisdiction trend International affairs regarding the exploitation

of resources is likely to receive more, rather than less, attention

as new information on uses of the deep oceans becomes available

International conflicts over new-found wealth are likely to persist,

rather than stabilize, as more countries become capable of exploiting

ocean wealth Individual decision makers, in their race to develop

fisheries to replace foreign effort, will find it even more important

to consider ways in which to minimize the risk to which they are

exposed One way to minimize risk would be to look at methods

presently employed in agriculture, especially those which employ the

notion of stochastically efficient activities These algorithms,

however, must be carefully used and reconuiiendations cannot be

cavalierly applied.



Endnotes

1/ See, for example, the first volume of Marine Resource Economics
Journal, devoted entirely to issues of Risk and Uncertainty.



Chapter II

A HISTORY OF EXTENDED JURISDICTION:
PROPERTY RIGHTS FORMATION UNDER

ASSUMPTION OF ANARCHY

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to present a brief historical

account of the Law of the Sea's (LOS) emergence, the genesis of

which was the extended ocean claims made by many countries Some

definitions useful in reading this chapter will be presented in this

section The history of extended jurisdiction will comprise the

next three sub-sections, which are then followed by six sub-sections

devoted to a theoretical discussion of property rights formation

under the assumption of anarchy The argument made in this chapter

is that extended jurisdiction has occurred in an anarchistic

environment, where property rights are weak, with no concensus on

"who owns what" Additionally, if fundamental differences exist in

both the way in which property rights develop between (sovereign)

states under anarchy and how they might develop in a more structured

social system, a theory which assumes an anarchistic environment

would seem appropriate.

Decision-making in anarchy must concern itself with

transactions costs, since anarchy is a condition where high

transactions costs exist, relative to the benefits of overcoming

these costs. These transactions costs, which can include the costs

of coalition and negotiation between contending parties, can be

intentionally imposed, or can be structural. Because there is no

10
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strong or universally recognized arbiter of property rights in the

international community, as there is in an individual country, high

transactions costs would be expected However, even if a method of

reducing transactions costs among nations existed, there is no

guarantee it would be used, unless the benefits to internalizing

externalities exceeded the costs of remaining in an anarchistic

state

To address sea law development, it is necessary to identify the

context within which countries and their inhabitants perceive and

operate in the international community It is useful to appeal to

those who analyze formation of policy by countries This section,

therefore, draws heavily from Wentzel [1977] and authors suggested

by him

In public policy analyses, the principal decision-making unit

is the state, although there may be other non-state decision-making

entities, such as multinational corporations, rebel groups, and

world organizations Since the state is the principal

decision-making unit, it is helpful to identify some characteristics

of the state Important dimensions of statehood, according to

Wentzel are

a) Territoriality Wentzel states, "The entire earth's

surface is subject to the authority of political units

with a territorial basis " The major topic of this paper

deals with the fact that a substantial amount of the

earth's surface area (the oceans) did not lie under any

formal territorial authority prior to 1945
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Sovereignty. This broadly means a state's right to

internal control. This aspect of statehood is frequently

violated by both state and non-state entities, but in

principle, a state does not have to pay allegiance or

tribute to any other entity.

External autonomy and equality "In fact, a state is

assumed to be free from any restraint on its external

conduct except that which is self imposed, mutually agreed

to, results from prudent calculation or is generally

accepted international law" [Wentzel, p.4, 1977].

It is important to note, that a state is assumed to act with

"rationality." That is, the decision-making unit still acts as a

rational economic agent when the benefits and costs associated with

policies are considered

d) Finally, a permanent population base, and some economic

structure generally is considered a requisite for the

existence of a state.

Wentzel then develops the idea that basic units of

international policy are sovereign states. This begs the question

of what sort of basic relationship these political units have with

each other, if they are all sovereign.

Wentzel points out:

The lack of central institutions, of
government, if you will, is only part of the
problem. Another very important characteristic
of international relations is what might be
called the absence of a sense of community...
The policy maker acts within an environment
that might be called decentralized anarchy.
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Each party acts as its own legislator,
executive and judge [emphasis added].

Wentzel makes a distinction in this quote between the existence of

government and existence of a community structure, but the absence

of both conditions imply an anarchy To some policy analysts, then,

the anarchistic environment plays an important role in understanding

the relationships of nation-states

It is a premise of this paper that the historical activities of

the international community provides a number of cases from which

one can study resource acquisition and formation of property rights

under conditions of anarchy. Examples of economic decision-making

under anarchy could include wars waged by countries to gain control

of or access to ports, agricultural land, oil fields and gas fields

However, there are less spectacular examples of resource acquisition

which may be as broad in their consequence as large scale wars One

such example is the world-wide trend of extended jurisdiction This

chapter will give a historical overview of extended jurisdiction and

subsequent attempts at forming a new law of the sea.

Extended Jurisdiction In a Historical Context

A review of extended jurisdiction1' is nearly impossible

without a review of the so-called "Law of the Sea" (LOS), since sea

law development appears to have been an extension of different

jurisdictional claims No attempt is made, therefore, to separate

extended jurisdiction from the more complex issue of law of the sea

development.



Knight [1980] provides a detailed review of the law of the sea

from ancient times The diversity and complexity of ocean law

development attest to the dynamic nature of human perceptions of

ocean resources He suggests there are four stages in the evolution

of the law of the sea

Unrestricted and unregulated freedom of the seas

Reasonable use

Regulated use

Establishment of property rights

References exist which would indicate ocean use was looked on

by the ancients as a transitory right. Knight attributes the

origins of the freedom of the high seas concept to °the competitive

struggle among European nations for access to lands and resources of

the newly discovered continents of North and South Pnerica, Africa,

and Asia In the scramble to preempt possible competitors from

conducting explorations of their own, Spain and Portugal, through

the Papal Bull (decree) of 1493, each claimed exclusive navigation

rights to half the globe. The materiality of this claim was called

into question by Hugo Grotius in his polemic uMare Librum", which

was done at the behest of would-be explorers and traders from the

Netherlands [Grotius, 1608]. It was a landmark piece in ocean law,

as Grotius espoused freedom of the seas beyond a universally

accepted narrow perimeter around a country's landmass (which had

developed as roughly three nautical miles, or a marine league).

Free use of the seas appears to have been a reasonable and

operative doctrine during that time period, since almost all marine
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resources were universally perceived to be inexhaustible, relative

to resources of the major land masses The only possible scarcity

value the ocean might have had was as a medium of transport to

distant continents In addition, it was not possible for nations to

define territory and effectively exclude intruders even if they

wanted Since relationships among nations were essentially

anarchistic and enforcement costs were expensive relative to

possible benefits, the Papal decree of 1493 failed

Freedom of the seas was limited in the reasonable use doctrine,

the second stage in the development of ocean law Knight implies in

his analysis that the reasonable use doctrine stemmed from a

recognition by ocean users of the remote possibility of external

effects on other nations

That is, users of the high seas were free to
navigate, fish and so forth but were now
required to exercise those rights with due
regard for the interests of other nations
[Knight, 1981].

Reasonable use seems to have been first formally tested in the

United States (the case of Marianna Flora, 1862, see Knight, 1981),

where the right of a foreign nation (Portugal) to use the ocean for

travel and to repel visitation by an American armed schooner was

upheld in the U.S. Supreme Court. However, this doctrine's main

disadvantage was that no clear definition of what constituted

"reasonable use" existed until the 1958 United Nations Law of the

Sea Conference addressed the issue. Until that time, diplomatic

personnel determined what constituted reasonable use, and the

decisions were, many times, unclear. Although Knight makes the
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distinction between free use and reasonable use notions, it seems

reasonable use was only a mildly limited form of complete freedom

Further, it appears reasonable use could only be called a doctrine,

since it was used for resolving a limited range of conflicts, 1 e ,

ships that were fired on or boarded without permission now had some

recourse However, it does not appear all ramifications of

reasonable use were incorporated into the Law of the Sea until the

Geneva Conventions of 1958.

The third stage described by Knight began approximately at the

time of the 1958 Geneva Convention, while stage four is now just

forming. Many events which set forth establishment of property

rights as a new ocean policy actually took place before 1958.

Acceleration of extended jurisdiction worldwide was a result of

policy promulgated by the United States. Therefore, a discussion of

the U.S. role in the direction of such world events is needed.

U.S. Ocean Policy to 1958

Eckert [1979] observes that the United States has long

maintained the three-mile territorial seas and, in the international

arena, espoused freedom of the seas. Although other countries had

previously used the three-mile limit on an informal basis, the U.S.

appears to have been the first to adopt it as a formal claim [Kent,

1954]. The U.S. has since been opposed to any territorial claims

beyond three miles. However, "territorial claims" appear to have

meant absolute sovereignty to the United States.-' The opposition

to extended claims was not adequately conveyed to the international
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community, and led to events which resulted in a partial breakdown

of freedom of the seas and subsequent initiation of extended

jun sdiction

Those historical events which led to extended jurisdictional

development have been compiled by Juda [1975] and are summarized

here. Japanese expansion of distant-water fishing fleets in the

1930s (1936-1938), was both well known and resented by the Pacific

Northwest fishing industry In 1937, a bill was introduced in the

U S Senate, which would protect and preserve the Northwest salmon

fishery by declaring an extended jurisdiction to a depth of 100

fathoms. At this time, however, the State Department was fearful of

possible repercussions from such a law and suggested instead,

bilateral negotiations with Japan Hence, the bill did not pass

Delegate Diamond, of Alaska, later (1938) introduced a bill calling

for foreign nationals to refrain from fishing inland of the

continental shelf. Relief from Japanese fishing efforts was

obtained through bilateral negotiations rather than by legislation.

However, the Truman Proclamation (1945) on fisheries developed from

a desire by the State Department to curtail the extensive use of

such bilateral negotiations which was feared might damage the

freedom of the seas doctrine.

Fisheries were not the only resource of commercial interest

beyond three miles. Petroleum exploration provided a strong

incentive for the U S to consider limited claims on the ocean floor

itself. As early as 1894, off-shore oil extraction was occurring,

and a later inquiry to the State Department suggests off-shore
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drilling rights were in high demand by 1918. The State Department

again refrained from encouraging a break from "freedom of the seas,"

and by the latter half of 1938, petroleum exploration beyond the

three-mile limit had become a politically charged issue

Roosevelt's position, even after he had been repeatedly cautioned by

the State Department that no precedent for extended jurisdiction

existed, noted,

I recognize that new principles of
international law might have to be asserted,
but such principles would not in effect be
wholly new, because they would be based on the
consideration that inventive genius has moved
jurisdiction out sea to the limit of
inventive genius.

From Juda's analysis, the "inventive genius" that Roosevelt

refers to is the ability to claim a right in a manner that would be

accepted in the international comunity One other aspect of

"inventive genius" is the economic and technological ability to

control, manage, and exclude Previous assertions of ocean rights,

with the exception of very restrictive cases, were obviated by the

fact that reasonable control could never be exercised. In 1938, the

ability (and the incentive) to control rights and exclude others was

a reality. Although in 1939, the State Department's legal officials

questioned the legality of extending rights to the continental

shelf, there existed a growing impetus in the Senate to explore the

"limits of inventive genius." The result of this exploration, as in

the case of fisheries, was the Truman Proclamation of 1945, which

can be thought of as the first major change in U.S. ocean policy

since the American Revolution.
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The major institutional players in the unilateral action of the

Truman Proclamation were Department of State, Department of the

Interior, the President's Office under Franklin D Roosevelt and

Harry S Truman, and to a lesser degree, members of the Senate

However, the chief proponent of expanded U S control of ocean

resources was Secretary of Interior Ickes. The State and Interior

Departments were in opposition to one another regarding the

materiality of the U.S. claims. Ickes complained his original

proposal calling for extended territorial limits was "whittled down"

by State Department lawyers, who were more concerned first, with

maintaining the national image of being "law abiding," and second,

with indirectly protecting the interests of distant water U S

fishermen who had been fishing off shores of other nations As a

result, the State Department attempted to define the proclamations

so other nations could not construe them as a declaration of

sovereignty over the continental shelf However, the State

Department's major objectives were to preserve the status of U S

off-shore fishing, while at the same time claiming exclusive access

to mineral resources. The carefully worded quote from a State

Department official exemplifies the desire of the State Department

to avoid international conflict and yet achieve its objectives

The United States claimed only that natural
resources of the subsoil and seabed of the
continental shelf were subject to its
'jurisdiction and control.' Jurisdiction and
control was not claimed over the continental
shelf generally in the Truman Proclamation
[Juda, p.22, 1975].
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The State Department went as far as to form a specific

proclamation dealing with fisheries resources, separate from the

proclamation on the subsoil and seabed, and reserved the right to

establish fishery conservation zones beyond the three-mile

territorial sea However, in regard to fishing, the proclamation

recognized the right of other nations to provide input into

fisheries management plans for these zones beyond the three-mile

limit. With such a proclamation, policymakers hoped to further

separate the issues of sub-surface resource use and fisheries, and

thereby minimize the international opposition to the proclamation

dealing with the continental shelf However, the simultaneous

issuance of these two declarations seems to have caused considerable

confusion in the international community The intentions of the

U.S. were not made any clearer by Interior Secretary Ickes, who on

several public occasions explicitly said the proclamations were

tantamount to expanding the frontiers of the U.S., since they:

assert our sovereignty over the mineral
resources of this ground and our jurisdiction
over the fishery resourc1of the high seas
contiguous to our lands.

What then followed was what has been called "encroachment" or

"enclosure" of the world's oceans. Because of the sequence of

events leading to "encroachment," the historical overview of U.S.

involvement, as presented above, is important to the explanation of

how extended jurisdiction came to the forefront of fisheries issues

In the same manner, it would also be difficult to understand how a

"law" of the sea developed from extended jurisdiction without some

history of U.N. activities.



U.N. Activities and U.S. Involvement, 1958 - 1982

The United Nations' efforts to develop a binding law of the sea

resulted principally from rapid changes of attitudes within

countries toward the resource potential of oceans contiguous to

their coasts The term "reasonable use"1 had become less

well-defined since, by 1958, a wide variety of claims beyond the

three-mile limit had been made by over 50 countries The impetus

for extended jurisdiction (i.e., claims beyond the three-mile limit)

among developing countries appears to have caused considerable

division during the 1958 U N Conference on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

in Geneva. In this conference, the first set of ocean law

agreements was developed, consisting of four conventions:

on the territorial sea and contiguous zone,-"

on the high seas,

on fishing and conservation of the living resources of the

high seas,

on the continental shelf

Luard [1977] suggests that even though these conventions were

written after what was considered to be fairly extensive

negotiation, they met with "a limited measure of agreement - on

certain subjects - most of these were not very widely ratified "

fact, less than half the representing nations ratified all the

conventions Additionally, it appears the United States had a hand

in the formulation of the ocean law agreements. For example, no

mention is made of territorial sea width, possibly because the U S

refused to accept a convention with a territorial sea greater than
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three miles. Eventually, though, all the conventions were ratified

by the U S during the Johnson administration between 1962 and 1966

However, it was during the Johnson Administration that the

conventions, already having poor support from most nations, began to

unravel, and a new attempt at an airtight sea-law governing resource

use began There were two major inter-related issues that

repeatedly recurred during subsequent Law of the Sea negotiations.

They were:

the issue of territorial sea width and contiguous zone

width, and

the issue of access to the deep seabed.

As Eckert [1979] states:

At each of the (then) three conferences on the
law of the sea the United States, like every
other participating nation, has attempted to
employ international law to advance its own
national interests to wit, maintaining freedom
of the seas.

At first, it appears to be counter-productive for the U.S.

advocate a freedom of the seas policy. If a country is

technologically superior to most other countries, it would

intuitively make more sense to claim as much of the resource as

possible and then to solidify that claim in international courts

with a binding law. Such action would appear especially sensible

if that country knew no further resource gains were to be made in an

environment where property rights arbitration was non-existent.

An underlying negotiation objective of interest groups within

the United States appears to have been to stall development of other

countries' property rights claims by invoking "freedom of the seas"
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notions. At the same time, such interest groups were developing

technology that would enable access to resources in the "free

zones," i.e., that area which did not lie under the jurisdiction of

any country The Defense Department, State Department, off-shore

fishing, and mining companies formed the interest group advocating

freedom of the seas United States military planners perceived the

need for undetected mobility and freedom of navigation for both the

Navy and the Air Force. However, near-shore fishing interests and

the Interior Department were not concerned or organized enough to

point out that in advocating "freedom," the U S could be foregoing

some appropriation rights, over and above what was obtained through

the Truman Proclamation. From a technological standpoint, the

United States was far ahead of most other countries in the

development of economically efficient methods of resource

exploration and exploitation However,the key issues were

undetected mobility, freedom of navigation, and access to living and

non-living resources These were at the heart of the official U S

position in subsequent UNCLOS sessions.

The Issue of Territorial Seas and Contiguous Zones. Eckert [1979]

observes that the United States has had a long history in the

international arena of both maintaining the three-mile territorial

seas, and espousing freedom of the seas. Although other countries

had previously adhered to the three-mile limit on an informal basis,

the U.S. appears to have been the first to adopt it as a formal

claim [Kent, 1954]. Additionally, the U.S. has always been

officially opposed to any territorial claims beyond three miles, and
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in the minds of the negotiators, the Truman Proclamations did not

represent a break from this doctrine The U S , therefore, refused

to recognize claims by African and Latin American nations of 200

miles during the 1950's and early 1960s As a result, the U S

officially stated such claims were groundless, based on

international custom and geographical conditions.

Despite the fact that the Truman Proclamation seemed to be a

limited claim to both resources and their management beyond three

miles, American defense planners viewed extended jurisdictional

activities by other countries during the 1950s and 1960s as serious

security problems for the United States A universal twelve-mile

territorial sea, which was a possibility under the 1958 convention,

would result in an overlap of a few, yet strategic, confined

international waterways and of many lesser straits, through which

submarines would be required to travel on the surface by the rule of

innocent passage (an agreement where most countries allow vessels,

not used for military purposes, free passage through their waters).

Defense planners found the requirement unacceptable, especially for

submarines carrying ballistic missiles [Eckert, 1979].

Another concern was the so-called problem of "creeping

jurisdiction," which was expected to bring on conflicts over ocean

resources. The U.S. position was explained by Rear Admiral Max

Morris, representing the Joint Chiefs of Staff [1975], during

testimony against the bill which eventually extended U.S. fisheries

management authority out to 200 miles.

(Speaking of arbitrary jurisdiction
declarations and claims)... From such



unrestricted uncontrolled claims come
conflicts we seek to avoid and the
restrictions to navigation and overflight
which we cannot accept -- The reason such
claims have been few thus far has been the
adamant U.S. refusal to recognize them,
whether they are to fishery zones, economic
zones or full territorial seas. We (Defense)
have consistently and strongly stated that
only in the context of a full treaty that
protects all of our many ocean interests will
we agree to any expansion of jurisdiction for
resource purposes.

Eckert suggests the Defense Department was not the only party

involved The National Science Foundation, mining companies,

different factions of fishermen, the Department of Interior, and

even foreign lobbyists all had their views (often conflicting), on

the appropriate U S position in the Law of the Sea proceedings

However, the interests of Defense figured heavily, then and today,

in the U S position As a result of the Defense Department

position favoring freedom of the seas (i.e., no authority to 200

miles), the United States delegation attempted (unsuccessfully) to

maintain this doctrine.12-'

The "group of 77", composed of over 100 develop countries

(DCs) and less developed countries (LDCs), had virtual control,

beginning in 1973, over the UNCLOS negotiating machinery. This

"group of 77", reappears time and again in Law of the Sea

negotiation, as well as in the efforts for a new international

economic order. The group has become a major negotiation coalition

primarily concerned with affecting international practice and custom

regarding income and resource distribution to favor the DCs and

LDCs. Although internally the group has diverse goals, the
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coalition's primary function has been as an effective voting block

against world powers whose resource use and income distribution

policies are not consistent with those of the group By 1974, the

U.S. delegation had virtually given up any notion of maintaining

three-mile territorial seas and had continued on its path from 1970

of trying to assure freedom of navigation and passage of submerged

submarines.

The Issue of Resource Access: The Seabed. According to Ivard

[1977], President Johnson, as well as scientists from the Soviet

Union and the U.S., were the first in the 1960s to point to

potential problems of a large, uncontrolled mining effort of an

unrestricted-access resource It is ironic that an American

president was possibly the first to propose the internationalization

of the deep seabed for humanity's benefit, since U.S. policy

historically advocated freedom of the seas The strength of

commitment to this concept, according to Ivard, divided countries,

underdeveloped against developed The United States and Soviet

Union, as well as Western European nations, were content to have

general declarations, and it is doubtful internationalization was

taken seriously However, developing countries seem to have wanted

an actual "seabed regime," with the U.N. having ultimate power

regarding resource-use decisions.

In the November 1, 1967 meeting of the United Nations First

Coimiittee, Dr. Arvid Pardo, Ambassador from Malta, delivered a

speech which stressed both the common heritage nature of seabed

resources that lie outside the jurisdiction of all states and the
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need for the international community to consider the implications of

setting up an international regime for the seabed Pardo also

suggested the international community draw up a treaty that would

safeguard the international character of the seabed, as well as

define limits of national rights. Ivard suggests this is a direct

echo of Johnson's words. Reactions to Pardo's address were either

strongly positive or negative. Interestingly, the Soviet Union was

the principal opponent to Pardo's suggestions and the United States

was "guarded but positive." Most African and Asian countries

favorably viewed such an international regime, although most Latin

American countries were guarded in their judgment, since it was not

clear exactly how much they would lose, if any, under such a treaty

The popularity of Pardo's speech among the developing nations seems

to coincide with a growing dissatisfaction among DCs and LDCs, in

the late 60s, with the international economic order led by the

allied nations, which arose out of World War II, and with an

increasing suspicion of institutions that composed that order. It

appeared to some that excessive control by the superpowers was being

exercised through the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Coalescence of the UCs and LDCs into voting blocks, such as the

"group of 77," and non-aligned movements in the U.N., in the early

70s, reflects dissatisfaction with the international economic order

in place The "sea-bed regime" issue seems to have been one

catalyst which contributed to the formation of the "group of 77" and

of other U.N. splinter groups. Since the "group of 77" held its
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conference concurrently with other U.N. activities, it is not

surprising their presence was felt at the Law of the Sea sessions

In the new regime outlined by Dr Pardo, underdeveloped

countriest wealth could be directly affected by internationalization

of the seabed, without as great a reliance on, or direction by,

world powers. Thus, if underdeveloped countries could vote as a

block at the international level, making it obligatory for the

superpowers to agree with an internationalization of the seabed and

to forgo taking unilateral action, then the new seabed regime could

become part of the "new international economic order

In 1968, the U.N. appointed a new ad hoc 35 member committee,

comprised mostly of underdeveloped countries, which established two

working groups - one for technical and economic questions and one to

deal with legal questions. Throughout development of the new regime

by this ad hoc committee, a battle continued between proponents and

opponents over whether or not to maximize the regime's strength.

Principal proponents of the regime were, as discussed before,

underdeveloped countries (DCs and LDCs), opponents were the United

States and Communist countries. Although this ad hoc committee

could only compile and report suggested plans to the U.N. First

Committee, discussions regarding formation of a permanent seabed

committee began during the 1968 assembly. Negotiations ensued with

expected battles over precise legal meaning of language in the

documents.

The resolution finally passed proposed that
the new committee should sstudyl the
elaboration of the legal principles and norms
that would promote international cooperation
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in the exploration and use 'of the seabed and
would ensure exploitation for the benefit of
mankind.' In other words, the committee would
continue with the attempt to arrive at agreed
principles, and to clarify international law
on the seabed. It should also study the ways
and means of promoting the exploration and use
of the resources of the sea and of
international cooperation to that end, in
other words, it would begin to consider the
substance of the regime to be established
[Ivard, 1977].

Subsequent to these initial steps of international cooperation

and compromise, the Declaration of Principles Governing the Sea Bed

and Ocean Floor and the Subsoil Thereof Beyond the Limits of

National Jurisdiction was produced in 1970. This document

formalized the comon heritage concept and established the eventual

formation of a regime for distribution of sea-bed resources

However, such a document did not address the question of where

state sovereignty ended and where international control began. In

1970, Canada proposed a LOS conference to be held in 1973 This

conference was to deal with the seabed and in addition, would

address the issue of territorial and resource zone conflicts among

nations. A general revision of the 1958 Geneva Convention was also

placed on the agenda. As a result, the 1973 Caracas LOS session was

the first in a series of meetings leading to the formation of a

single negotiating text ultimately offered for ratification by the

United States shortly after President Ronald Reagan took office in

November 1981 Discussion of the formation and abrogations of

political alliances is far beyond the scope of this chapter. It is

important to note that the United States continued to maintain
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freedom of navigation as a principal need long after it was possible

to obtain this concession

Ocean resources, including minerals and fish, were of vital

interest to developing countries and mobility was of vital interest

to the superpowers Consequently, U S negotiators tried

unsuccessfully to trade resources for strategic mobility As early

as 1970, the United States submitted a working paper proposing a

distribution of property rights, that included the following

p roy i Si on s

Give coastal states the exclusive rights to exploitation

within the 200 meter isobath, subject to promises not to

interfere with navigation,

the international authority would have full jurisdiction

beyond the 200 meter boundary, but it could permit a

coastal state to exploit resources to the edge of the

continental margin as a trustee for mankind, with one-half

to two-thirds of the tax revenues to be shared with

international institutions to finance economic

development; and

the international seabed regime would be weighted in favor

of the higher technology countries

It seems the U.S. hoped to effectively terminate negotiations by

offering a solution to the conflicts, generous enough to insure

general satisfaction among all nations. However, DCs and LDCs

desired more than the U.S. offered. It became obvious by the time



UNCLOS I occurred in 1973 that the U.S. delegation had made a

serious negotiating error

By 1974 when (John Norton) Moore (Chairman,
Inter-Agency Task Force) testified in the wake
of the Caracas Session [UNCLOS I, 1973] it was
more or less clear that U.S. influence in
constructing a negotiating package would be
very slight. The UNCLOS apparatus was
overwhelmingly in the hands of the group of
77, and to continue to push for a package deal
strategy at this time could only place the
United States at a further disadvantage in the
negotiations [Eckert, 1979].

The U.S. delegation to UNCLOS proposed adoption of the 200-mile

limit in 1973 and then of the full continental margin (i.e., the

continental shelf beyond 200 miles) in 1974, contingent on five

conditions:

Revenue sharing from production on continental shelves

beyond 200 miles,

safeguards against marine pollution arising from ship

construction and shipping activity;

residual Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) rights held as high

seas rights by the international community,

coastal states must provide stability for off-shore

investments in their EEZs by foreign countries; and

create an institution to settle disputes between EEZs,

especially with respect to fisheries

Conditions (3), (4), and (5) were rejected in subsequent UNCLOS

sessions However, Congress, pressured by domestic fishing interest

groups who had not provided input to the U S delegation to the

U.N., began hearing testimony on the Fisheries Conservation and
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Management Act (Magnuson Act) as early as 1974. This Act was to

give the Federal Government management control over marine life from

3 to 200 nautical miles, exclusive of highly migratory species The

negotiations leading up to the Magnuson Act, then, appear to have

been a result of the negotiations on use of the seabed Congress,

at this time, was considering unilateral action in the wake of the

partially unsuccessful negotiations at the UNCLOS Between 1975 and

1976, the U S delegation to the U N offered still more concessions

of its own [Eckert, 1978]:

Accepted the existence of the Enterprise,1-' and the

financial backing for it;

reduction in the rate of U.S. exploitation (mostly in

minerals) until the Enterprise is in operation,

limited production controls for the first 25 years of

mining and periodic review of the provision thereafter;

and

a proposal for transfer of U.S. technology to the

Enterpñse

Then, in 1976, the United States (among other countries) took

unilateral action by enacting the Magnuson Act This was more

clearly a reversal of the U.S.'s earlier international and national

stance, and obviated the negotiation efforts of both the U.S.

delegates of UNCLOS and the U.S. executive branch. Thus, the

territorial sea and resource zone issue so vehemently opposed by the

United States, since the Truman Proclamations, was no longer an

issue in 1976. Some possible reasons are as follows:
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All the superpowers were refused the right of submarine

passage through straits without surfacing and raising the

flag of their country By the time this became an issue,

the world community had essentially agreed on 12-mile

territorial seas without U.S. consent.

Eckert [1979] suggests that passage through straits has

gradually become a non-issue due to the advent of long-

range missiles and so-called "intelligent" weaponry.

There exist a few crucial straits in the world, and for

those straits, the issue of using them could be completely

avoided by employing high level technology

The Department of Defense decided bilateral negotiations

between the U.S. and affected parties were more effective

than dealing with the U N

Thus, the only remaining issue was usage and ownership of the

seas beyond EEZs For the period from 1976 to 1978, Eckert relates

The U.S. delegation appeared willing to leave
most of the core seabed treaty articles
intact The principal exception was its
unsuccessful attempt to negotiate weighted
voting for the ocean mining countries in the
Council of the Seabed Authority. Apart from
that, the major U.S. diplomatic effort was
devoted to attempts to make slight changes in
certain of the most discriminatory provisions
of the treaty so that they would be somewhat
less severe on U.S. mining firms, but more or
less to give up on the rest of the articles.

A Summary of The 1980 Informal Composite Negotiating Text on the

Area and 1981 Developments. The developing nations were astute in
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their exercise of control over the UNCLOS sessions by appealing to

coalition politics. The resulting Law of the Sea was a detailed

outline of ocean use, including laws pertaining to marine scientific

research, transfer of technology, environmental issues, protection

of human life, participation of developing states in sea-related

activities, as well as archeological and historical objects. A

section on development of sea resources included a number of

precisely enunciated rules on production policies, exercise of power

by the International Sea Bed Authority (or, the Authority), and

periodic reviews of the Authority's actions. The Authority and the

Council" were then defined with a detailed account of the

functions of each body, including structure, administrative

guidelines, powers, and the relationship of the Authority to the

Council

The Enterprise was to be a business set up for exploration and

exploitation of the seabed, with a proposed physical place of

business (in Jamaica) and with a specific charge "To carry out

activities in the seas directly - as well as transportation,

processing and marketing of minerals recovered from the seas "

The specificity with which this part of the Law of the Sea was

constructed suggests that many countries saw substantial benefits in

developing a detailed system of property rights. However, it is

also clear from recent history that the feeling of possible gains

was universally shared.

Charney [1981] gives an update on the U.S. position as of 1981

regarding the Law of the Sea Treaty.
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The session that commenced earlier this spring
at the United Nations in New York was supposed
to conclude the negotiations, paving the way
for a formal signing ceremony this fall in
Caracas. Just before this session commenced,
the Reagan Administration announced that it
was not prepared to conclude the negotiations
and would defer its decision pending a
complete review of the entire subject.

While some have suggested the Reagan Administration has prevented a

give-away to the Third World by not acknowledging the pressures of

the DCs and LDCs, it was not clear to others that failing to ratify

the LOS Treaty was advantageous to the U S It appeared the Reagan

Administration was troubled by the implied call for a new

international economic order which stressed, among other things, the

common heritage concept applied to areas beyond the EEZs

Charney [1981] suggested the completeness of the LOS Treaty

and its eventual stabilizing effect on resource use may offer

substantial protection to those U.S. mining firms which may, in the

future, become involved in deep sea mining. There are also non-sea

issues of concern to the United States, principally in the areas of

defense and deep sea oceanographic research. But, Charney also

suggests the issues could easily become charged with ideological

rhetoric. Such a position could lead to a final death of the treaty

unless the Reagan Administration can see the benefits of life under

a treaty. Charney concluded the "real politic" solution was to

return to the negotiating table with "critical but easily attainable

changes to the document so the administration could come away with a

victory of sorts." However, what has happened is the Reagan

Administration will not be a signer on the new LOS at all.
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The U S involvement in the Law of the Sea is important for two

reasons

The U.S. is an example of a country which presently, seems

to prefer a system of no property rights in the ocean or

sea-bed, because it stands to gain considerably by

non-cooperation

The U.S. is an important country, by virtue of its

historical involvement and its size.

Ocean policy history is but one of many cases where nations

attempt to rationalize rights to a resource when there exist limited

institutions for doing so Such struggles for resources are carried

on in environments substantially different from more classically

defined economic systems, where property rights are already

assigned Even when property rights are not completely assigned,

the assumption of no transaction costs virtually assures successful

arbitration of rights and negotiation of solution, because all

parties would be able to negotiate costlessly The same process may

not be as obvious or straight-forward in an anarchy There are,

however, some writers, notably Hobbes [1651], Demsetz [1967],

Buchanan [1962, 1972], Pingry [1972], Bush [1972], and Nozick [1974]

who have examined the economic consequences of anarchies. Although

Bush1s model is extensively referred to in subsequent sections, the

other authors mentioned raise issues not treated by Bush and also

provide perspectives helpful in analyzing Bush's model.



Evidence and Characteristics of the Anarchistic State of Nature

The preceding historical treatment was presented to describe a

pattern which seems to characterize an emergence of a new set of

ocean-related property rights. Such a pattern involves breaking an

old tradition or institution, some conflicts, and finally,

formation of a new regime Knight [1980] has viewed formation of

ocean resource rights as a gradual movement toward stable and strong

private property rights. Others, notably Pardo, have suggested a

situation where world attitudes toward the oceans have been cyclical

in nature, swinging back and forth between one extreme (complete

freedom of the seas) to the other extreme (private ownership). Both

explanations may be correct - Pardo's, from the broad historical

standpoint where discovery of new ocean uses has markedly altered

mankind's view of the world, and Knight's, from the standpoint of

the mechanics of private property formation between periods of great

discoveries However, a more detailed exposition of property rights

emergence must certainly be developed if a more basic explanation of

the process is desired. Further, it would be helpful to appeal to a

body of theory where anarchy is assumed or is otherwise accounted

for in the model.

"State of Nature" or anarchy theory is well-known in

philosophical literature and among individualist thinkers.1' It is

also found in a limited form in economic theory discussions. For

example, development and atrophy of property rights have been

discussed within the context of anarchy theory by Buchanan [1972]

and Pingry [1972]. State of nature theory has also been used as the
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starting place for an investigation into the possible existence of a

morally justifiable minimal state (see Nozick, 1974) No one (and

especially Hobbes, who apparently has been the first author to

describe a state of nature) actually believes that hlpureu anarchy

has ever existed for the whole human race In this regard, then,

the pure anarchy construct, such as the one described by Hobbes, is

unlikely as a real state of nature Like the perfectly competitive

model of neoclassical economics, it is a useful abstraction for

generating hypotheses about the behavior of groups of individuals,

or in this case, countries. Within this chapter, it is argued the

international community closely approximates a pure anarchy

The reader might complain that a condition is to be described

which is unlikely to have existed and which probably will never

exist. However, the author suggests that the same is also true of

Pareto efficiency, it is equally abstract However, this

construct is extremely useful in that Pareto efficiency is one

boundary (the other is anarchy), inside of which all social

structures are likely to exist. The conditions which form the

boundaries provide useful information to explain the emergence of

different social structures. Pingry suggests that pure anarchy and

the perfectly functioning market are two extremes of social

organization, both elusive for the same reasons Both conditions

contain tautological statements about human behavior. For example,

humans who behave as pure anarchists maximize utility subject to

environmental constraints, but never subject to self-imposed

constraints on the opportunity set or preferences.-11 Almost all
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social organizations lie between these two extremes, and could be

called "constrained anarchies" - those cases where neither perfectly

functioning rights (through statute law and self-imposed

constraints), nor the total absence of constraints exist Further,

Pingry suggests that pure anarchy in a case of no scarcity

"degenerates" to a Pareto optimal state For example, under no

scarcity the initial distribution is Pareto optimal, and E1 = E2

= En = O where E1 is effort expended by individual i to take

resources from another individual Essentially, this hypothesis is

not testable, although some statements derived from it may be

State of nature theory, as developed by Hobbes [1651], and

rediscovered later by Bush [1972], is used in this chapter to

describe an extreme social condition where no functioning property

rights exist The same theory will be used to understand the

implications of Demsetz's observations, as well as Nozick's, in the

context of changing sea law. What, then, was Hobbes' model of

anarchy? A reference to Hobbes' summary that the lives of men in

the state of nature are "nasty, brutish, and short" does not,

fortunately, completely describe his central thesis Hobbes, a

Royalist, argues from a moral basis for governments ruled by

sovereigns-lW. He describes human nature in detail. Some principal

observations appear below.

(1) Ability, or "power" is the present means to acquire some

future apparent good, where "good" is interpreted as

wealth Hobbes states that wealth is a means to acquire

power. Hobbes was developing a model of sequential
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increases in ability in response to increases in wealth

holdings [Leviathan, Ch. X and XI]. This particular

ramification is explored in detail in a subsequent section

of the present paper.

In the absence of governments, property rights are

established through custom, which is a surrogate for

statute law However, it is not very reliable, because

custom is easily broken in the Hobbesian

state of nature (Ch. XI).

Hobbes' natural condition of "warre" was not necessarily a

continual act of war It was, rather, the tendency or

propensity to wage war Nor was the propensity of war

absent under government, just greatly lessened This

state of war was generalizable to countries, i.e.

countries are always "at war." In Hobbesian anarchy, no

property rights exist, because all contestants perceive

all things as theirs By definition, such a world

excludes all rights-2-" (Ch. XIII).

There is a distinction between natural right and natural

law (see Ch. XIV). A natural right in the state of war

means allowing the individual to exercise unabridged

ability Once ability is abridged,11 then it will follow

that the person or country will tend toward natural laws,

i.e., keeping the peace. In other words, the natural laws

(keeping the peace) apply in furo interno; they would

apply if individual liberties were to be abridged.
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(5) Restraints are introduced in exchange for preservation and

contented life, i.e., a reduction in the use of extra

legal means (or effort) There are no stable utopias

without a common power This statement would appear

reasonable, given Hobbes' perceptions of ability and

standard assumptions about consumer behavior The state

arises from conferring the individual liberties of defense

on a sovereign The sovereign need not be a king-2' (Ch

XVII, Ch XXIII)

The modeling effort by Bush [1972] applies part of this

Hobbesian view of the state of nature (or anarchy), the formation of

a state from a "jungle," and then moves toward the Hobbesiari "final

design," or, a utopian economy In Bush's model, the expenditure of

effort, a normal bad, is useful in gaining resource services

Success in obtaining resource services is determined by ability and

willingness to expend effort Ultimately, however, each party in

Bush's model of a two-person world discovers that the assignment of

rights through negotiation obviates the need for expenditure of

effort; therefore, a government by law ensues. Bush's basic premise

is that negotiated settlements can benefit everyone in a move from

pure anarchy, and this is one central theme developed by Hobbes.

However, more interesting results are forthcoming if attention is

focused on why nations and individuals sometimes desire to form

strong agreements and engage in distributions of property rights,

and why, at other times, this desire is not so great Such a focus

would enable the researcher to address, for example, the seemingly
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stable emergence of property rights in an apparently anarchistic

environment However, before this is further addressed, the results

of Bush's model will be summarized.

Bush's Model

In Bush's model, the two individuals s and n are decision

makers in separate countries. Each decision maker has a utility (U)

function represented by

aU. aU1

= U. (Xi, E.), - 0, - < 0,
1

aX1 aE1

X = The services of a natural resource base derived

from some initial income level ix, plus

additional income derived by exerting E1 to

capture a greater amoUnt of the total resource

base not under his explicit control.

E1 = The services of an unspecified vector of tools,

collectively called "effort," used to acquire

and defend natural wealth holdings X.

The total wealth available to s and n is,

XSX+X (2-2)

Inaddition, an "ability" factor is included, a, which

represents the effectiveness of effort expended. In Bush's example,

this value is fixed (i.e., it is exogenous to the model). Bush's

relevant constrained maximization for each individual is

Max U1 = U1 (X1,E) (2-3)

s.t. X1 = 1X + a1E1 -



where i = s,n, j = s,n, and ij.

The first order conditions are

U
E

i aE

(2-4)
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The second order conditions hold; U is strictly quasi-concave

in the arguments X1, 'X is a normal comodity, and E is a normal

bad The marginal rate of substitution of effort for income is,

therefore, equal to the rate at which effort can be used to generate

income. The income effort path and reaction curves are written as,

X1 = X. (1X,E3,a1a3) (2-5)

E = E1 (1X,E3,a1,a3) (2-6)

The equation (2-5) describes the natural income-effort path showing

how i's final income is affected by j's effort Equation (2-6)

describes how each individual chooses effort levels in response to

the effort levels chosen by the opponent. Equilibrium for

individuals is described in Figure lI-i for the income effort space

and by Figure 11-2 for the effort-effort space with optimal (*)

levels of effort and income obtained from the system which Bush

assumes yields stable, but not necessarily unique solutions In

Figure Il-i, the income-effort curve is designated by xe The

subsistence level reflects an assumption Bush calls the

ux

U.

where and
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Figure lI-i. An Income-Effort Curve for Individual S.
Effort is a normal bad. The budget set is shifted
down from SX in accordance with how much effort n
expends in usurping the endowment of 5X. The slope

of the budget is the ability of s, a.



Figure 11-2. Bush's Determination of Optimal Levels of Effort for
Decisionmakers s and n, by Reaction Curves.
Note that in Bush's example shown here, each mdi-
vidual's behavior always brings forth some positive
level df effort from the other party. This behavior
is naturally occurring in the assumed world of Bush,
where, for example, all resources are held by one of
the two parties
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impossibility of dominance, i e , some subsistence level is assumed

to exist The maximum effort expended is assumed to be finite

The term Es* in Figure lI-i and 11-2 represents the same equilibrium

effort levels

Bush also bases his analysis on the following assumptions

(stated here for s, with parallel assumptions for n)

(1) dX5

d5X

E
dE

n >0, .!

a d5X

an

or, the change in new acquisitions is positively related

to initial holdings, and change in effort expended is

negatively related to the initial holdings.

E = T at some X5 , where is the minimum subsis-

tence level of i In other words, the maximum level of

expendable effort is finite,and the ability coefficient

is such that the maximum expenditure of effort will

provide a solution above subsistence level.

Corner solutions are disallowed where E5 = 0 in Bush's

model. This would imply a > u_! at a point where

xs

E = 0 and
S)(

- anEn = 5X This assumption insures the

reaction curves have positive intercepts, which is

equivalent to suggesting neither individual would ever be

in a situation where his/her endowment was so great he/she

would not be interested in appropriating more income from

his/her neighbor.

2-7),

a
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(2-8b)

(4) aE5 aEn
(2-8a)

This assumption gives a sufficient condition for the

existence of a stable equilibrium in anarchy, though it

may not be unique. One further assumption Bush makes is

that the substitution effect of a change in ability with

respect to effort outweighs the income effect, so

(5) Bush makes an "impossibility of dominance" statement;

sx
-

a - (2-9
T

This statement suggests regardless of the ability of 5, no

absolute dominance could be exerted over a, and vice versa.

All these assumptions taken together suggest, even if one

party has no ability, both will survive, although the

equilibrium described here is actually a state of anarchy.

Bush goes on to say, since effort is an unpleasant commodity,

the two parties might give up some of their natural income if effort

levels could be decreased. In Bush's words [page 14]:

"A Pareto superior move can be accomplished if
both individuals agree to discontinue their
effort to take income away from each other and
share X in such a way that,

X X - (i,j=s,n; ij) (2-10)



where X. and X are final levels of income.

Figure 11-3 describes the problem with the aid of an Edgeworth-

Bowley Box, with dimensions X and the sum of maximum expendable

effort C + C0 Before any activity takes place, the division of the

total resource bundle X between s and n is designated as SX and

An exercise of effort and ability by s produces a countervailing

expenditure of effort by n, so the equilibrium in anarchy (the

"natural state") is Eni X1, E51, and X1. These equilibria are

identical to that depicted in Figure Il-i In Figure 11-3, the

distribution of X between s and n in anarchy is shown explicitly and

is X1 and X1, respectively The decisionmaker s would be

indifferent between and the point X2, and n would be indifferent

between X1 and the point Xn2 This, then, is the relevant

negotiating set for s and n Negotiation results in a zero level of

effort and a new distribution of wealth somewhere within the

negotiating set.

Finally, Bush derives the following comparative statics results

for E for individual s (again, there are parallel solutions for n).

Given,

(2-12)
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52

a.'

xl'

Figure 11-3 Two Decisionmakers in an Anarchy
Decisionmaker s makes the first move by trying to increase his endowment of Xn to X
through force. The plan fails through strong counter-offensive by n. The natural

si

income holdings are X1 and X1 The relevant negotiating set, however, is between
X52 and X2.
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1

aEn 3E5

aE5 aE

aE* aE aX
0, (da = da = dX = 0); (2-13b)

aX aE5aE

aE aEs

3E 3E aE

+

O, (c
aE aE

1

9E aE5

E aE aE5
S

aE aE aa aa
0,(dSX= dX = da = 0).(2-13d)

3a

1

aE aE5

The signs of these derivatives under different functional

assumptions are the subject of the next section. However, first a

number of problems with the Bush analysis of Hobbes' thesis need to

be addressed. Even Bush's discussion on these issues, such as how

the "natural state" occurs, is not clear as it is hard to see how

movement to the natural state is started and how it occurs to both

parties in question to form a negotiated agreement There are, in

fact, several criticisms of the Bush model, which are addressed in

the following section.
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Several Criticisms of the Bush Model and its

Applicability the Ocean Resource Acquisition

The major benefit of Bush's model is that it provides a simple

graphical picture of the Hobbesian state of nature and

mathematically defines Hobbesian anarchy in equilibrium, given the

conditions described in the previous section However, it would be

helpful in an analysis of ocean resource acquisition if Bush's model

was expanded. In this section, Bush's model will be expanded after

addressing the following:

(1) The model does not address strength of property rights,

nor does it address magnitude of flows of net benefits

arising from different efficiencies of production

(2) Bush does not include Hobbes' other descriptions of state

of nature and the processes by which government is formed

Hobbes suggests that ability varies positively with

wealth, this is not one of Bush's assumptions

Natural right and natural law are not clearly

described by Bush, yet both are an important part of

why the state of nature is stable until ability is

abridged Hobbes discusses this, but Bush does not

(3) Bush does not provide a lucid explanation of why anyone

would want to disturb the state of nature. Hobbes does,

but his explanation would imply an all or none

arrangement, between Pareto optimality and pure anarchy;

an unlikely event which Hobbes himself had to qualify.

51
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Strength of Rights and Met Benefits Arising from Management

Efficiencies Since several uses for the ocean exist, perhaps a

number of ocean uses with varying perceptions on the strengths of

the rights of use should be considered, instead of looking at ocean

space, in general, as either under a country's control or not

History suggests that no matter how limited a claim has been,

other countries have responded as though the claims were more broad.

Also, as will be shown, the strength of property rights is embodied

in preferences and the budget constraint. Therefore, strength of

rights is integral to the discussion of property rights formation.

Another consideration is whether or not it is necessary to

incorporate into an anarchy model a notion of net benefit flow from

a resource base For example, does the acquisition of wealth, in

the form of a resource base, affect the basic results in the anarchy

model presented by Bush? If the resource is not able to be managed

with the same efficiency, over all parties, it is possible for

different levels of wealth to be derived from the same resource

base. Therefore, as the particular management scheme used and the

management history might affect the net benefits derived, so might

these expected net benefits derived affect the effort expended in

acquiring other resources. An expansion of the Bush model

incorporates services of resources, rather than wealth holdings per

time period It will be assumed both members of a two person world

will be equally efficient managers. Also, each decisionmaker values

the stream of net benefits in such a way that they both reflect the

same discount rate.
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The Bush Model Modified to Include Changing Ability with Wealth

Holdings The fixed ability coefficients in the Bush model are

troublesome, and there seems to be little evidence to recommend

these views It appears, for instance, that the ability of an

individual to exert effort would have something to do with his/her

past resource holdings. Therefore, ability would change with

resource holdings. In the case of the oceans, one country's ability

to acquire additional wealth should increase with the area already

under the control of that country Bush's model has already been

expanded to reflect anarchy among decisionmakers of two countries, 5

and n. Operationally, decisionmakers' preferences reflect those of

their country's community From this step, it is assumed the

decisionmaker acts to maximize the community's collective utility,

through his/her actions.

The rest of the discussion deals specifically with a problem

supplied by Bush, but modified to accommodate the following

assumptions. Let there be two countries, s and n. They both live

in a world in which they claim "everything." Given the assumptions,

a framework is presented that alters the original model and its

results Following Bush, but specifying individuals s and n as

decisionmakers in each country, we have:

U1 = X. i (C1 - E1)i, (2-14)

where i = s,n

and 0
<

< 1, + 1 This function has a preference map

which is consistent with the behavioral assumptions outlined by

Hobbes C1, the maximum level of effort expendable, is an asymptote



from which this function emanates toward the X-axis. It also has

significance as an assumed value greater than the expenditure of

effort necessary to keep a subsistence level of income. The natural

(anarchic) level of income for s is still determined by:

X5 = + a5E5 - anEn, (2-15)

but with the additional assumptions,

da. d2a.

0, < 0, and a. = a. (1X), (2-16)
d1X d1X

where i = s,n.

That is, it is assumed a country's ability to lay claim to resources

depends upon its previous resource holdings (distributed as above).

Although ability is an increasing function of resources, its rate of

increase declines The important change in this analysis is the

replacement of a constant ability factor, by the assumption of

changing ability with wealth holdings Such a change includes

Hobbes' idea that the previous resource holdings are important to

the analysis. This was not addressed in Bush's mathematics.

The first order conditions in the anarchy are

S

- E5)
na, a

nn - E)
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(2-17)

The analysis is presented as an incremental process. That is,

time signatures could be assigned to the wealth positions of both s

and n, but the values of t-1 would be given for the analysis at

hand. Although the problem could be addressed in terms of optimal

wealth acquisition, it is not clear such an undertaking would have

theoretical significance.
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Using the values in (2-17), reaction curves for countries s and

n can be obtained,

+caC -
n-n sss

+ -

a(c +

It is interesting, at this point, to check the impact of the

change on Bush's five assumptions. For example, is the change in

effort for a change in initial wealth holdings actually always

negative? The result is

aas

(SX
anEn) - a

aE ax

aSX a, E
= a2 ( +

2-20)

This expression is not necessarily less than 0. Since the

denominator and the parameter are all positive, then the

expression within brackets will determine the sign This result can

be interpreted as a behavioral relationship, where effort expended

will not diminish for an increase in initial holdings, unless SX

weighted by the incremental gains in ability and the (constant)

losses in holdings due to n(anEn), is less than the value of the

original ability coefficient That is, as the change in a for a

unit change in SX approaches zero, equation (2-20) tends to be

negative This implies, then, that effort, though undesirable,

could still produce regions of the income-effort curve with a
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positive slope?1, as opposed to Bush's Figure 11-i. Thus, a basic

assumption to Bush's model has changed

The variable, wealth, can still be considered a normal good,

given some external change in

8 aC aa

= 1
+ S S

> 0. (2-21)
S 5a X En ct+ a X

Assumptions (2) and (3), stated earlier, will be retained in this

paper, and assumption (4) still ho1ds.1 The "impossibility of

dominance" assumption is also retained.

Interesting results can be derived from examining changes in

the optimum levels of effort expended under anarchy, E, due to

parameter changes and especially for changes in past period wealth

holding These changes at the optimum should be thought of as

occurrences which result from increases in individual endowments

That is, one party makes a new discovery of resources, leading to an

increase of total wealth. First, the function E is formed by

simultaneously solving equations (2-18) and (2-19) and deriving the

comparative statics of this function, as Bush does:

a5

I
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. (2-23)

These results assume that the size of the total endowment is

changing, but only one or the other benefits from the expansion (in

this example, s). Since ability of s is still a function of wealth

holdings, ability cannot, reasonably, be held constant.

Additionally, these results, which parallel Bush's analysis, are

considerably different from those which do not hold ability and

initial holdings of the opposite party constant, and when total

endowment does not increase No comparative statics results

exist for the coefficients of ability, since they are functionally

related to
S(

The expected signs on Bush's partial derivative with respect to

past wealth holdings were both negative. However, there is no

reason to believe these results will necessarily be negative. For

example, in equation (2-22), the sign of the derivative is

determined by the bracketed numerator,since all other terms are

positive The only way in which this term might be negative is if

the second term within the brackets were larger than the first term

in the brackets. For example, the term would have to be

smaller than the negative quantities In addition, the

parenthetical terms, weighted by the change in ability with respect

to wealth holdings, would then have to be larger than ability of s

weighted by the sum of the elasticities.



Implications of the results may be more easily seen if the

assumption is made that the sum of elasticities of s equals 1, 1 e

homotheticity exists, implying straight-line Engel curves.

Additionally, a specific functional form is specified for the

relation between a5 and

6<1
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The numerator in (2-22) becomes:

sASX6 [1 - 6 + oX1 (nnX - cnCnan) } (2-25)

The sum of the first two terms within the parentheses in (2-25)

is positive Additionally, the parenthetical terms are all constant

for the analysis However, depending on the relative magnitudes of

the two quantities within the parentheses, the parenthetical term

could be either positive or negative. Small holdings of X and an

aversion to using force (a small will tend to cause the

numerator to be small, and possibly negative. A positive value

within the parentheses of (2-25) will assure a positive sign to the

whole derivative. Therefore, it is necessary, but not sufficient,

for c*Cs to be greater than in order to have a negative value

for a change of effort for a change in 5X.

These results have intuitive appeal, since the propensity to

use effort could change with changes in resource holdings. Outside

the instances listed above, there is considerable opportunity for

exogenous discoveries to bring about positive expenditures of

effort.

(2-24)
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In the result in (2-23), the quantity determining the sign is

the bracketed part of the numerator If a set of simplifying

assumptions (identical to those used for analysis of (2-22)) are

allowed, the bracketed part of the numerator yields the following

condition,

1+

a a1,1

aX

x

Recall that is a number less than 1, as is the left-hand

term However, the construction of the left hand term gives a clue

as to the relative magnitudes of the two terms C, is a constant

and also represents some maximum expendable amount of effort This

number is expected to be very large The partial derivative 0f n's

ability, with respect to wealth holdings, is always positive but

becomes increasingly smaller as increases With relatively large

values of C multiplied by the partial derivative, the left hand

side ratio would be a very large decimal fraction. Therefore, for

(2-23) to be driven to a negative value (for s to cease expenditures

of effort for a change in n's endowment), would have to be very

large, relative to ct1 under the above described conditions. If the

product of C and the partial derivative is relatively small, the

ratio on the left side tends to be smaller and the likelihood of

some parameter being greater than that quantity is strong

Considering that the partial derivative is the only thing capable of

changing, this value determines when (2-23) becomes negative This
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condition, (2-26), has some intuitive appeal: As n's endowment

increases, s will not attempt an expenditure of effort unless; (1)

is relatively small (n is averse to using effort) and/or, (2) the

product of C and the partial derivative is relatively large

It has just been shown that the inclusion of Hobbes'

assumption, which postulates a positive relationship between ability

and endowments, results in the tendency of social systems to remain,

in what Pingry has called, constrained anarchy That is, effort

expended does not necessarily decrease with changing endowments.

After having carefully described the state of nature, Bush

briefly states that, once each individual realizes the gains to be

made by moving from a state of nature to a society where zero effort

is expended, each will engage in negotiations aimed at reducing

effort to zero Through a succession of Pareto superior moves the

individuals tend toward the Bush/Pingry Pareto optimal solution,

where effort expended is 0. Further, if transactions costs are zero

(i.e., if each has perfect knowledge of the other's preferences),

Hobbsian anarchy may never occur. However, Bush's formulation never

states exactly how such Pareto superior moves are to occur. In

addition, he implies that in the absence of transactions costs, the

whole issue of anarchy between two decisionmakers could quickly

become a moot point; that is, property rights would emerge from the

initial endowments Bush never suggests that the Pareto superior

moves he predicts are the result of a second Hobbesian assumption

(which will not be treated mathematically) that each individual

desires a peaceful settlement, in furo interno. That is, each
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decisionmaker would change his/her preferences if the ability of the

other decisionmaker was abridged If this were to happen, Hobbesian

anarchy might be avoided However, Bush did not deal with changing

abilities or preferences Therefore, he could not describe the

mechanism by which Hobbesian anarchy persists or is avoided. By

including the assumption of varying ability with wealth holdings,

Bush's model becomes an example of persistent anarchy.

The second Hobbesian assumption is more difficult to

incorporate into the model mathematically, since it would require

specifications of i's 8 and ct parameters when decisionmaker j has

different levels of ability, and vice versa However, within the

context of Bush's model, the negotiation process must be sufficient

to change ability, preferences, or both, before any move from a

Hobbsian anarchy can occur. In addition, the Hobbesian "final

design" is a set of corner solutions with total wealth divided

completely between the two decisionmakers. Although these

adjustments do not lend themselves well to mathematical treatments,

other authors, notably Nozick [1974] and Demsetz [1967], have

developed careful descriptions of the mechanics of property rights

emergence from a lesser social order.

Hobbesian Anarchy and Property Rights Emergence

Previous sections have developed mathematical and graphical

presentations of Hobbesian or state of nature equilibrium, along

with development of comparative statics An explanation of how and

why a reduction in effort would occur is the subject of this
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section Even more importantly, however, an attempt will be made to

explain why some degree of constrained anarchy might persist.

Demsetz [1967] suggests that adjustments in property rights occur as

a result of gradual changes in society's mores and in common law

precedents He draws examples of property rights formation from a

society of New World Indians, apparently in an attempt to show that

his thesis does not depend on so-called "civilized" behavior. In

this regard, Demsetz's examples are drawn from a less formal social

system among different groups of Indians, which may resemble anarchy

more closely. Demsetz points out that conflict arising from

intensified hunting, which resulted from an increase in the price of

pelts, was eliminated by establishment of hUnting territory.

Demsetz's conclusion is that property rights arise, even in

primitive societies, when it becomes economically feasible for those

affected by externalities to internalize benefits and costs

Privatization of externalities greatly reduces the costs of

negotiating remaining externalities. Yet, another challenging

observation by Demsetz is that the desire for scale economies leads

to formation of joint stock companies.-1

Demsetz's basic observation is that präperty rights are simply

instruments of society which help individual decisionmakers form

behavioral expectations of others with reasonable certainty.

Property rights are expressed in laws, customs, and mores of

society. That is, any movement away from Hobbesian anarchy (toward

the wealth axis of either party, Figure 11-3) is associated with a

change in the preference map (mores and customs) or a change in the
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functional relationship between ability and wealth holdings (the

effect of law) Further, a change only occurs if both parties (in

the case of Bush's model) find it economical to internalize

externalities Nozick [1974] addresses even more pointedly the

mechanism by which a movement from an initial condition of

anarchy.?." may take place Given the formulation set forth by Bush,

an individual might be willing to give up some resource holdings if

he/she could be assured of some abridgement of n's ability. This

willingness to pay for protection could give rise to a third party,

who would be a seller of protection, according to Nozick The

person wishing protection would contract with a protective

association This association would guarantee constraint of n, but

in exchange for that responsibility, s would contractually agree not

to use vigilante behavior, lest the contract with the association be

voided. The interesting aspect of Nozick's development is that a

mechanism for dealing with the external effects of anarchy, without

coercion, is suggested. This parallels Demsetz's argument. Even

Nozick's protective association could conceivably be formed within

the context of Demsetz's limited liability company. The implication

is that any social institution is simply another tool for

efficiently formalizing property rights, and thereby, further

internalizing external effects.

One final question to address is whether government necessarily

results in a corner solution of Figure 11-3. Hobbes suggests it is

possible for a bona fide government by a sovereign to be so bad that

anarchy might be a viable alternative
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Buchanan and Stubblebine [1962] identify "Pareto irrelevant"

externalities to be those which do not motivate a desire for remedy,

but which affect the utility of a party Buchanan, in 1972, applies

this notion to the issue of the atrophy of property rights

According to Buchanan, a nominal property right may be degraded or

may atrophy because of transactions costs imposed by institutional

arrangements For example, if the combination of lost time and

court costs greatly exceed the damages incurred, then the affected

party acts "as if the external diseconomy is Pareto irrelevant."

However, an extension of this argument is that if the remedy through

anarchistic behavior has a cost or expected cost greater than or

equal to the cost through the legal system, then Buchanan's

observation is again valid Barring this possibility, it is

economically rational to become an anarchist under the atrophy of

rights, even if there exists a functional government. See also

Randall [1972] for discussions on the role of transaction costs in

the atrophy of rights

The implication by these authors is that formation of

governments or other institutions never guarantees that effort will

be reduced so a new constrained anarchy solution will occur to the

left of the old solution. Still less likely is the existence of a

corner solution, as shown in Figure 11-3, which would be Bush and

Pingry's Pareto optimal state It does not seem likely a complete

internalization of externalities (leading to a Pareto optimal

distribution of resources) will ever occur, even under statute law.
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Government, then, is only one of many tools which can be used t

make internalization of externalities worthwhile

Within this section the theories of several authors have been

brought together to explain why and how a move away from Hobbesian

anarchy would occur. The various institutions used are merely tools

which formalize property rights. However, in the act of each

formalization, whether it be a treaty or a government with statute

laws, limitations on the ability to define property rights also

implies a set of extra-legal activities which can be used

Specification of illegal actions also implies the set of all legal

activities Anarchy then becomes synonymous with the existence of

ill-defined property rights, manifested as externalites Finally, a

graphical exposition of these ideas using Bush's model more clearly

points out the distributive nature of property rights formation

Property Rights Emergence from Anarchy

Suppose the same two decisionmakers, n and s, dispute over the

allocation of wealth and have an equilibrium under Hobbesian

anarchy, as portrayed in Figure 11-4 at Xni and X1. That is, there

are no possible shifts in ability or preferences which could cause a

new equilibrium between E and E. Each party would be willing to

reduce both wealth and effort expended, if there were reasonable

assurances of reduced effort by the other party. Suppose, then,



Figure 11-4. Two Decisionmakers, s and n Before and After a Negotiated Settlement Leading to a
Pure Trade Relationship (X52, Xn2)
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that s and n embark on negotiating a treaty. Suppose further, the

costs of negotiating a treaty are zero In the process of

negotiation, one or both of the following changes occur

The functional relationship between ability and wealth

holdings are changed in such a way that, for every level

of wealth, the ability is reduced

Because the ability of each negotiator, s and n, has been

reduced, the preference structure would change, making the

exercise of effort a less desirable option.

Treaty negotiations would, therefore, center around mutually

agreed upon surveillance and sanctions for violation In addition,

a change in mores, as suggested by both Demsetz and Hobbes, would

contribute to a change in preferences for the exercise of effort.

This change would be effected through a reduction in the values of

the parameters, which have been interpreted as the elasticity of

utility with respect to effort In absence of any negotiating

costs, it would benefit both s and n continue to negotiations until

a corner solution is reached, with the wealth completely divided.

The negotiation process, with zero transaction costs, results in

complete assignment of prOperty rights, where s gains X2 - (5X0 -

aE) in undisputed wealth, and n gains X2 - ('1X0 - a5E5) (Figure

11-4). The terminal solutions shown in Figure 11-4 (at X2 and Xn )

result from a redistribution of wealth in response to changes in

preferences and constraints on ability. Although it is possible to

dismiss either preference changes or changes in ability as

unnecessary to the adjustment process, at least one variable would
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have to change for at least one decisionmaker before a move from

anarchy to another wealth distribution would occur However,

suppose there were some rigidities in the negotiating process, such

as a decreasing effectiveness of negotiation in reduction of an

opponent's ability, or an inability or unwillingness to change

preferences reflected as transactions costs. In such cases, the

costs of bringing the effects of s's and n's actions to bear on

their decisions to consume may be relatively too high to make

continuation of the negotiation process worthwhile Negotiation

would consequently be terminated, with some gains of wealth held

under property rights, but with some part of the wealth holdings

still in dispute. As an example, suppose the equilibrium in

Hobbesian anarchy in Figure 11-5 holds The decisionmakers s and n

negotiate for a reduction in exertion of effort The decis-ionmaker

n negotiates successively smaller decreases in ability of s, while s

has been able to negotiate comparatively larger reductions in n's

ability. Both parties are encouraged to abridge their ability by

mutual assurances of non-hostility. Reductions in ability and

changes of preferences will continue, so long as each concession can

be made without a loss in either party's level of utility. However,

this condition cannot be maintained, since the reduction in s's

ability was not sufficient to maintain his/her initial utility

level. Therefore, negotiation would cease before this point is

reached, perhaps where the constraint I + aE is tangent to the

indifference curve U1. In the process of negotiating a reduction

in effort, some wealth is still unclaimed. Both s and n still have



Figure 11-5. Persistence of Constrained Anarchy Where
Transactions Costs Preclude Negotiations.
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the possibility of being better off as a result of negotiating,

although externalities still exist which have not been internalized

As the unclaimed wealth is apportioned, ability changes, which

exacerbates the use of effort A new equilibrium occurs, which is

short of being a Hobbesian-type of anarchy Although the equilibrium

is Pareto superior, it is not Pareto optimal. In a world where

normal bads are produced as external effects, a Pareto optimal

solution does not exist.

The prevalance of externalities within highly formalized

agreements and even governments has been noted by a number of the

authors already mentioned One of the primary questions this paper

sought to answer was whether or not a discernible difference existed

between the manner in which property rights are formed from anarchy

and property rights formation in a more structured environment. The

international community could be thought of as a social system very

close to anarchy. The events which dealt explicitly with country

claims were extended jurisdiction and the emerging Law of the Sea,

governing resource use in the oceans beyond 200 miles A reading of

the history of extended jurisdiction suggests the process of the

United States' claiming rights to exclusive use of continental shelf

mineral resources actually triggered a large number of counter-

veiling claims which were disputed In the process of the dispute,

however, a comprehensive Law of the Sea was also proposed. The

United States was ultimately willing to recognize fisheries

management. zones, and later, exclusive economic zones, but not the

complete Law of the Sea; reserving instead the right to form its own
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ocean use policy for those regions beyond 200 miles The United

States was not willing to be a signer on the Law of the Sea treaty,

because such an action would have made too many concessions to less

developed countries, while, at the same time, severely abridging the

the United States's ability to exploit the deep oceans. Since the

United States is one of the few countries capable of actually

exploiting resources in the deep oceans, the move to a stronger

rights arrangement was not considered to be in the U S 's best

interests For the United States, then, some ocean resources are

better used in the absence of stronger property rights.

However, in examining the structure of the international

community, which is much like anarchy, it seems the basic method by

which property rights emerge in that environment is much the same as

in other social systems A difference may occur since, in an

anarchy, the transactions costs involved in forming alternatives to

simple agreements and customary law are large relative to the gains

involved The freedom of a decisionmaker to enter into more binding

arrangements with other countries to minimize transactions costs may

be severely constrained by nationalism, different systems of

justice, language /communications barriers, and a number of other

problems. Inability to negotiate, because of barriers described

above or because of prohibitions on negotiations, is, as Demsetz

suggests, one of the major causes of persistent externalities.

Different social systems which specify property rights may emerge.

However, the fundamental question is whether the benefits from the

emergence of property rights are at least equal to the costs of



developing a new social system which recognizes those rights.

this regard, it is not surprising a mixture of customary law,

treaties, and individual country policy continues to prevail.

Conclusion

This chapter has described a historical example of property

rights formation in an environment which is very near to a pure

anarchy. One objective was to draw upon available theory pertaining

to anarchy to assess whether the theoretical treatments reflected

the emergence of extended jurisdiction and subsequent development of

sea law. A second objective was to determine whether or not

property rights emergence, as described by Demsetz, is generalizable

to all social institutions, including anarchy If these arguments

are generalizable, then much of the conditions, termed anarchy or

"constrained anarchies," would be externalities which persist

because of inabilities to negotiate property rights arrangements.

Furthermore, persistence of externalities may depend on the ability

of decisionmakers to take advantage of methods other than exchange

of acquired wealth. Ability, in this sense, was hypothesized in

this chapter to be dependent on resource holdings

Later in the chapter, discussions by Demsetz and Nozick were

incorporated in an effort to explain more clearly how a movement

from anarchy might occur Although not incorporated into the

mathematics, itwas emphasized that ability, preferences, or both,

have to change before a move away from anarchy is possible. This is

the basis of Hobbes' second assumption.
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A reading of history reveals that extended jurisdiction and

other sea law developments appear to have occurred, due to discovery

of and claims on scarce petroleum and mineral resources off-shore

That such activity seems to have started a worldwide resource

scramble indicates how sensitive economic behavior can be under

anarchy Most of the anarchistic behavior can be ascribed to the

fact that, nominally, all countries claim sovereign control over

their activities This condition contributes significantly to costs

of negotiations and apparently limits the institutions available to

countries for reducing transactions costs It makes little sense to

speak of oceans as "common property" resources, unless sovereignty

is relaxed enough to allow enforcement institutions to form It

seems more accurate to use the legal term Res Nullis (under the rule

of no one, or not susceptible to ownership), which does not appear

to have any readily available economic analogue except, perhaps, in

a treatment such as described in this chapter

This analysis has attempted to address the topic of anarchy as

part of the larger topic of rational economic behavior, given

transactions costs. The reformulation of Bush's theoretical model

has suggested if transactions costs were zero, then the whole

question of appropriate social arrangements would be a moot point;

since, as Demsetz suggests, social arrangements only arise in

response of efforts at reducing transactions costs However, in the

presence of transactions costs and in the absence of flexibility in

the arrangement of social institutions, "constrained anarchy" is a

structural reality. Changes in a nation's "ability" to extract
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resources depends on the resources they already have. Such a

condition tends to make constrained anarchy a persistent phenomenon,

ceteris paribus This historical discussion has some parallels to

what is observed in the unfolding of sea law Lack of alternative

social institutions keep transactions costs in the international

community high The United States, one of the wealthiest (and most

powerful) countries of the world, directed world attention to

offshore resource wealth by expressing limited claims to minerals

and petroleum, as well as fish The end result has been a partial

acceptance of the new sea law, but only of those parts which could

be thought of as beneficial Other countries have made similar

decisions which are economically rational

It is not clear that worldwide extended jurisdiction is the

final resting position as far as ocean resource use is concerned.

The U S rejection of the LOS Treaty will allow it to exercise more

liberties in terms of resource acquisition, but not without

substantial conflict Since effective property rights assignment

must, by definition, be coincident with the surrender of some

sovereign rights or the formation of a binding constraint, it is

likely the present regime is only transitional.



Endnotes

1/ The term "extended jurisdiction" means the broadening of a
state's interpretation of its rights to exploitation and
management of resources that lie beyond the traditional
territorial sea boundary of three nautical miles. This
definition includes claims of seabed and subsurface rights.

2/ However, there are isolated examples in medieval history which
suggest Knight's explanation of gradual trends towards property
rights formation may not be general. The Venetians, long a
major sea power in the Adriatic, exacted considerable control
over coastal trade in that sea "and after repeated appeals to
the sword she was able to enforce the rights to levy tribute on
the ships of other people which navigated the gulf or to
prohibit their passage altogether" [Fulton, 1911]. The Empire
period of Rome has also been cited by other authors as an
example of a country or empire which maintained its right to
control or exclude use of the ocean. It should also be noted
that a rebuttal to Mare Librum was developed by John Selden
[1618?] (called Mare Clausum) whose principal contribution was
the argument for regulated ocean areas for fisheries
conservation and defence

3/ That is, treating the airspace, ocean, and ocean bottom, as
well as the sub-surface, as though it were a part of the United
States. This is quite different from some partial claims,
which for example, might include rights to pursuit of vessels
suspected of breaking U.S. laws in territorial seas, sub-sea
mining rights, or fisheries management rights

4/ This is easily corroborated by consulting the Pacific Fishermen
yearbooks of this period.

5/ Memorandum from President Roosevelt to the Secretary of the
Interior, September 16, 1938.

6/ As stated earlier, territorial claims meant, at least to the
U.S., absolute sovereignty.

7/ Annual Report of the Secretary of the Interior, 1945
[Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1945].

8/ As stated earlier, "reasonable use" was a doctrine defining a
limited form of complete freedom, and was used for resolving a
limited range of conflicts among ocean users.

9/ For most nations, these territorial sea width is three miles,
while a contiguous zone is defined as twelve miles from the
land. The two are distinct in that a nation does not have
sovereignity over a contiguous zone, as it does with a
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territorial sea. Thus, one nation does not have to respect
certain claimed rights of another in a contiguous zone

10/ The bill extending fisheries authority out to 200 miles passed
and is now referred to as the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and
Management Act, or simply, the Magnuson Act.

11/ The internationalized agency charged with development of
deep-sea mining projects.

12/ The International Sea Bed Authority was to be the organization
which had control over the central ocean area resources They
were advised in this function by a group of potentially
affected nation-states, called the Council

13/ For example, Thomas Hobbes could be considered the earliest
writer to explore the "state of nature." In Chapter XIII of
Leviathan, he graphically describes life in his state of nature
as "nasty, brutish, and short." Some of Hobbes general
assumptions find their way into Bush's work, which will be
discussed. Lockean anarchy, which appears to be a weaker form
(some property rights exist) of the Hobbesian framework, forms
the basis of Nozick's work. Proudhon and Godwin, in the other
extreme of Hobbes, conclude that purely anarchistic states are
benign, thereby obviating the need for even a minimal state
Nozick provides a reading list of anarchist writers in his
book, and highly recommends the work by American anarchists
Spooner and Tucker

14/ Pareto efficiency is defined over three activities efficiency
of exchange, efficiency in production, and efficiency in
transformation of outputs. Exchange is said to be Pareto
efficient if there is no alternative allocation to the present
one that any of the traders would prefer. Production is said
to be efficient if the individual opportunity cost is identical
to the social opportunity cost. Efficiency in transformation
of goods suggests production will always take place where the
ratio of marginal rates of transformation are equal to the
price ratio of the products. A basic assumption of Pareto
efficiency in the face of scarcity is that the market functions
perfectly. This seems to imply the existence of perfectly
operable constraints, and, therefore, perfectly defined rights.

1.5/ Nozick [1974] presents a novel rationale for using theories
which involve abstract conditions. In order to explain a
"realm," such as the political "realm," it would be desirable
to develop an explanation of that realm in terms of an initial
condition outside of the realm. State of nature theory serves
to explain the emergence of political systems, and, by
definition, is removed from the present political system in
which we exist. Anarchy, that system implied by state of
nature theory, is also an alternative to the present system.If



23/ Assumption (4) states that -
aE

L. This result can be
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the state of nature is believable or observable, even on
occasion, then so much the better. If the theory has no
defects in principle or underlying laws and if it is an
explanation without false antecedent conditions, then it can
still be useful to explain a realm even though it may be
process defective (i e , even though the described process is
not in reality followed; note the striking similarity between
this remark, which is actually Nozick's quote ofHempel, and
arguments made by empirical economists such as Friedman).
However, state of nature theory also is useful in explaining
the emergence of property rights in general which, as 0emsetz
[1967] infers, is a rational economic response to the presence
of externalities, which are internalized (through establishment
of property rights) when benefits of internalization are
greater than the costs.

].6/ In fact, it is hard to avoid thinking that Nozick's work
explaining the rise of a morally justifiable minimal state was
developed in an effort to answer directly to the logical and
argumentative errors in Hobbes' work.

17/ This is more easily seen by Demsetz's definition of property
rights. Hobbes had beaten Demsetz to the definition, although
it is less elegantly stated

18/ Abridgement of ability would likely yield an intermediate
state, such as that described in Pingry or Nozick.

19/ This observation opens up the interesting question of what a
soverign could be. Both Nozick and Demsetz together have some
challenging observations on the concentration of authority,
which will be discussed in a subsequent section

20/ However, Godwin [1970], as well as Pingry, describe anarchies
which do not necessarily involve conflict These types of
models assume endowment sufficiently large to make conflict
unnecessary.

21/ The terms and 0X are the wealth positions with zero effort
at which the individals would be indifferent between the
anarchistic equilibrium and the expenditure of no effort, or,
Pareto optimality

22/ In fact, with a changing ability coefficient, it is
questionable if it could still be thought of as an income-
effort curve, analogous to an income-consumption or Engel
curve Also, it may be helpful to think of the ability
coefficient as a price ratio.
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24/ Bush1s comparative statics do not address adjustments in the
initial endowment, allowing for full adjustment without in-
creasing X, the total wealth available. Allowing full adjust-

ment complicates the results substantially, but are summarized
below. n
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the one shown would be more "Hobbesian; solutions to the left
would be Pareto superior

27/ Interestingly, one example of where the U.S. decisionmakers
were adamant in their refusal to accept emerging customary law
was in the area of highly migratory species, such as tuna.
Where most nations claim management control over tuna in their
FCZ's, the U.S. abrogates that right, so that the distant water
tuna fleet can take advantage of tuna stocks off the coasts of
other nations This policy has historically met with vigorous
protests from some South American countries, and is expected to
become a source of particularly hard feelings between the U.S.
and the Indo-Pacific nations in the future.
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Chapter III

EXTENDED JURISDICTION, FACTOR MOBILITY AND SEAFOOD TRADE

Introduction

With passage of the Magnuson Fishery Conservation and

Management Act (MFCMA), there has been considerable speculation on

what the far-reaching impacts of implementing such a law might be in

the United States. Of particular importance has been the possibility

of positive trade effects resulting from the assertion of stronger

property rights. The expectation has been that, with gradual removal

of foreign fishing effort in the U.S. Fisheries Conservation Zone

(FCZ), the trade avenues available to the United States would be more

evident. However, recent written testimony by the Commerce

Department, reports, "the decade past has been one of forced

adjustment to new patterns in fishing and in trade" [International

Trade Staff Report 84-3]. The report goes on to say that in 1971,

fishery imports totalled just over 1 billion dollars, while exports

totalled 139.245 million dollars. However, if joint ventures are

ignored, an impressive export expansion appears to be slow in coming,

and the year 1983 had the largest deficit on record for seafood trade

(4 billion dollars), despite exports of just over 1 billion dollars.

Table 111-1 lists the yearly trade accounts for the U.S. in fisheries

products.

It was expected that external trade in seafood, in the long run,

would be enhanced by the implementation of the MFCMA, all other

events held constant. However, passage and implementation of the



YEAR IMPORTS EXPORTS DEFICIT

1971 1,704,201 139,245 934,956

1972 1,494,411 157,888 1,336,523

1973 1,583,133 299,168 1,283,965

1974 1,710,878 262,132 1,448,746

1975 1,637,099 304,729 1,332,370

1976 2,332,345 384,690 1,947,655

1977 2,662,191 520,496 2,101,695

1978 3,076,564 905,534 2,171,030

1979 3,811,052 1,082,366 2,728,686

1980 3,648,082 1,006,154 2,641,928

1981 4,086,995 1,156,995 2,930,000

1982 4,467,013 1,045,303 3,421,710

1983 5,088,527 1,008,684 4,079,843
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TABLE 111-1. The Yearly Trade Accounts for U.S. Fishery Products,

1971-1983, In Thousands of Dollars.
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MFCMA was the culmination of activities which were essentially global

in proportion. The passage and implementation of the MFCMA did not

occur under a static world oceans regime. Rather, it occurred during

the time when other countries had already changed their ocean

jurisdiction or were in the process of making such a change.

This chapter will argue that extended jurisdiction might affect

the structure and performance of fishing industries worldwide by

altering the amount of one factor (ocean space) available to them.

That is, one would expect a direct result of extended jurisdiction to

be changes in the relative factor shares used in the production of

fish. Indeed, for firms based in some countries which suffered a

loss in available fishing area, the relative productivity of some of

their inputs (those factors which had been used in distant water

fishing) has declined. This was due to reduced access to ocean area.

The MFCMA was reasonably liberal in giving consideration to

those foreign fishing nations experiencing hardships due to rapid

decrease in prime fishing grounds. However, the obvious intent of

MFCMA has been to minimize, and eventually to exclude foreign fishing

involvement within 200 miles. In an apparent response to MFCMA,

there have been some areas (specifically Alaska) which have

experienced widespread foreign direct investment in processing. In

addition, the fisheries management process in these areas is closely

monitored and lobbied by foreign interests apparently prepared to go

to great lengths to maintain their foreign directed allocations.

Some other countries have taken advantage of a new type of

cooperative fishing arrangement - joint ventures. All of these
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phenomena, which became increasingly obvious from the mid-1970s

onward, strongly suggest that productive factors are being invested

in countries which have experienced net gains in ocean resource

zones. The process has been further accelerated by the recent "fish

and chips" amendment to the MFCMA, since, now, allocations by the

State Department to foreign fisheries are contingent on technology

transfer and joint venture activity between foreign nations and U.S.

firms. Also, relaxation of trade barriers to U.S. products is another

"chip," which affects fish allocations.

A theoretical issue addressed in this chapter is: Given the

U.S. laws forbidding use of foreign-made hulls in domestic fisheries,

it is expected for some fisheries, such as the groundfish fishery in

Alaska, that joint ventures will persist as an option to domestic

directed groundfish fisheries because foreign hulls themselves are

not easily traded.1" In a sense, trade in seafood is expanding, but

it is occurring within the context of production, which uses factors

from different countries. For example, labor and capital are

employed in a process which allows producers to take advantage of

fishing grounds that would be closed, if some other process were

used. Since the host country may not have the same labor-capital

capabilities, they may be willing to hire these factors from outside.

This trade of "effort" (productive factors for producing fish

products) for raw product could arise from the inability of countries

to sell physically mobile factors to the host country (the U.S., in

cases presented here) for use in the production and trade expansion

of fish products. The present situation contributes to the
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maintenance of the visiting country's seafood trade position over a

more extended period of time. Within this chapter, theoretical

results will be presented which reinforce those observations

described above. Further, the results will be derived under the

assumption of an open access resource with one productive factor

(ocean area) redistributed between two countries. In this analytical

framework, a trade solution is possible, although it is not unique.

Given the above theoretical condition, it might well be asked

whether empirical examples exist where extended jurisdiction has made

a difference in the expanding/contracting export market shares of a

country, and where the conditions under which such change could be

observed. Models are then designed which explicitly account for

arrangements such as joint ventures. Alternatively, commodities and

conditions may be selected for which there is little interference

from mobile factors. An empirical example of the latter type is

presented for the Japanese export market shares of shrimp, prawns,

and lobsters to the U.S. and Canada. An example of the former type

is suggested for looking at the U.S. exports of fresh, chilled, and

frozen finfish to Korea.

Mobile Factors and Joint Venture "Trade"

A brief review of the major results of general equilibrium trade

models is helpful to provide a basis for later sections. For this

discussion, two countries will be assumed, X and V. Both country X

and country V are small, relative to the world. In each country, X

and V, two industries exist: fishing and the production of all other
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goods. The industries produce commodities F (fish) and G (goods).

Peculiar conditions arising from common property, as well as

production surfaces which are non-homogenous are ignored for the

present. That is, both production surfaces for F and G are

well behaved.V The two industries of each country (X or Y) possess

the following functional form:

F = g(ff(Lf,Kf) O,T) (3-1)

G = k(fg(Lgkg) O,T) (3-2)

Each industry includes a 'land" variable (0 ocean, T = terra

firma), as well as the variables labor (L) and capital (K), which are

combined in accordance with ff and fg to form a composite variable

called effort, E. It is assumed for this analysis, that the

production of fish is relatively more ocean intensive, and the

production of other goods is relatively more land intensive. The

immediate implication is that allocation of ocean to the production

of fish is relatively more productive than is the uses of the ocean

for the production of other goods. Later in the analysis, factor

fixity in the "land" variable will be assumed (ocean and terra firma)

within each country.

Two important cases exist where factor mobility with changing

endowments might be considered. The first case occurs when the

changing factor endowment increases the price of the output using the

factor. If two countries, X and Y, are relatively large (able to

affect world price), or if a two country world is assumed, mobile

factors will either be traded or will enter into productive processes



yielding the highest wage. This can be seen from the first order

conditions of profit maximization:

x - x
Pf g - We

As ocean area is redistributed from X to Y, Pf in X increases,

while the price of fish in V declines. However, the partial

derivative, with respect to the composite input, effort, E, in (3-3a)

decreases, and increases in (3-3b). If the factors comprising effort

are physically mobile between countries, or can be traded on the open

market, then for a reduction in X's endowment of ocean area and for

an increase in V's endowment, labor and capital will flow to country

Y, if w > w. Additionally, if factors can be traded, then X will

sell labor and capital to Y, until the marginal productivity of these

two factors increases in country X. Factor prices will be equalized.

However, if factors are physically mobile between countries, but not

tradeable (in the sense that there are impediments to the transfer of

ownership rights), then two likely results are the trade of F and G

or the formation of a productive activity which takes advantage of

the high output price in X and the high productivity of labor and

capital in country V, whichever has the lower transaction cost.

These latter two cases have occured on a regular basis as a result of

worldwide claims on ocean space. Some countries have made new

jurisdictional claims which have made it necessary for them to

explore ways of combining these newly owned factors with other

factors of production. However, these new jurisdictional claims have
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constrained other countries who had large fleets, and who had taken

advantage of the fact that ocean rights were poorly defined.

However, it would be interesting to investigate other cases to

determine whether factor movement is more generally observable, given

some change in endowment. For example, will small countries

experience the same factor movement phenomenon? Also, will common

property considerations change the direction of factor movement or

trade?

To address the first question of factor movement and small

countries, a model was designed such that the effect of changes in

endowments on the factor and output prices is 0. That is, if the

endowments change, under the model assumptions listed here, there are

no effects on the input prices. This is because of the combined

assumptions of linear homogeneity and perfect competition in output

markets, i.e., changes in quantities produced do not change output

price. These results are well known in the international trade

literature and are embodied in the factor-price equalization theorem,

the Stolper-Samuelson theorem, and the Rybczynski theorem.' A

duality exists between the latter two theorems, under the as-sL4mption

of linear homogeneous functions. This observation wilJ be

advantageous in developing further arguments, since, if the output

price ratios are not assumed to be changing, then factor-price ratios

will not change throughout the analysis. Further, factor-price

ratios will remain equal between industries throughout the

analysis.-' Given the assumption of constant relative factor prices,

with the values of 0 and T constant, suppose the bracketed functions
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ff and f9 (Equations (3-1) and (3-2)) represent the amount of an

intermediate product (call it effort E*), which will be produced at a

given (constant) factor-price ratio. In this case,

F = g(E, 0°, Ta), (34)

G = k(E, 00, T°). (3-5)

These are functions in one variable with parameterized T and 0.

A production possibilities frontier can be shown for F and G (Figure

111-1, Frame a). However, the relationship between E and G (with T

and 0 constant) is a production function in one variable. Using the

constraint condition that E + E = E, the function can be redefined

as G = k((E_E),00,T0). Taking the inverse of the function would

yield E = k(G,E,00,T0). This function, then, is analogous to a

production possibilities curve for effort in the fisheries (Ef) and

goods (6).

If a linearly homogeneous utility function is assumed, the

income consumption path for constant prices (world prices) isaG.

This function is the solution of the condition;

f(U) PF f
f(U) P

G

(3-6)

where f(U) is the first derivative of utility with regard to F and

G, respectively. In this small country, X, the world price,

production points, and consumption points all happen to coincide at

A, on production possibilities curve B. This is a no trade solution.

Jith an autonomous decrease in the ocean area available, the



(a

(b)
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Figure 111-i. Changing Production Possibilities Curves Between
Fish (F) and Goods (G) (Frame a); An Inverse
Production Function of Effort (E) and (G) (Frame b
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production possibilities curve shifts down to 0. However, world

price has not changed. Under these conditions, the new production

point is Q, the new consumption point is R, and G is traded for F.

Specifically, OQ of G is traded for OR fish. Factor prices have been

unchanged in the process,. thereby satisfying the factor price

equalization theorem. In addition, with the decrease in available

ocean area, the production of fish is decreased rather than

increased, and more G tends to be produced than F. This is the

prediction of the Rybczynski theorem. The implication of this new

equilibrium, where factors are immobile between countries, is that

effort is taken out of production of fish and entered into the

production of goods (Figure Ill-i, frame b). These goods, in turn,

can be used to buy fish.

However, what if some factors, such as effort, are physically

mobile from country X to Y, such that X and Y can enter into an

agreement where Y's resource is combined with X's physically mobile

factors? Suppose, instead of production point Q, some production

point, Z, within the shaded area was obtained, thus partially

avoiding reduced catches in fish that both X and V would experience

if factors could not be combined between countries. A complete shift

of X's production possibilities curve to B is unlikely, because the

assumption has been made here that the fundamental change in

ocean-rights will also affect the production possibilities of both

countries. The amount WV of E*F would be given up for G production.

However, the amount VU would be used in a new production process. In

addition, Z is one point on some locus between A and Q made of
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tangencies between different production possibilities (corresponding

to changes in host country ocean availability) and the fixed price

ratio. In other words, a new productive process could be formed;

call it F. = h(L. K. 0. ), where ocean resources in country Y, (0. )1,1,1y ly

are accessed. If O is the ocean area available under a given

production process, where F = then under factor-price

equalization and the Rybczynski theorem (and under the assumed

functional characteristics), trade could occur in effort and fish, as

well as in goods and fish. This tendency would be especially strong

if:

It was more difficult or time consuming for effort to be

used in G production than in fish production in country X;

There is factor fixity among different uses in the "land

constraints (which include ocean area available for

fishing, as well as the land variable).

With these assumptions, the results under factor-price

equalization and the Rybczynski theorem follow. These results will

be discussed in the next section. However, before this topic is

left, several clarifications are needed. First, note the primary

result is that consumption under the new property rights regime has

increased when effort is allowed to be used in a new production

process. Second, it is important to realize that country Y, which

established the ocean property rights, will have production

possibility curves moving in the opposite direction. However, with a

new production process, their ability to secure fish will also be

further enhanced. Therefore, this joint production process is
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mutually beneficial. This highly restricted model was used to give a

simple demonstration of how trade in effort and fish might arise.

The assumptions of linear homogeneity, while coniputationally

attractive, are not totally generalizable to fisheries. The result

of factor-price equalization and the Rybczynski theorem depend on a

symmetrical bordered Hessian of comparative statics conditions from

net revenue optimization. When functions which do not exhibit

constant returns to scale are postulated (for example, a fisheries

production surface), then trade solutions are less clear. Second,

relative rates of capital movement between different processes may be

an important factor in determining the occurrence of trade in effort

and in fish. Costs of redesigning capital or reeducating labor for

other processes would play a large part in determining direction of

capital movement. Intermediate types of production, such as fishing

or tendering in the host countries' Fisheries Conservation Zones

(FCZ's), may be a relatively rapid method of factor deployment. A

comparative statics analysis is shown in the next section for a three

factor-three good economy under the assumption that the ocean factor

does not enter into the production of goods, nor does land enter into

the production of fish.

Comparative Statics Results

Comparative-statics solutions, which compose the basic arguments

of the Rybczynski theorem, are developed in this section. The two

objectives are to show, under assumptions of linear homogeneity and

perfect competition in outputs:



The Rybczynski theorem is upheld for the specified

relationships between factor use and factor shares for

three productive processes;

The aberrations in relative prices caused by open access

will change trade results, but the same basic process of

effort movement to joint ventures will still take place

under the stated assumptions.

To address the first point, assume there are three possible

productive processes:

F = f. (E O), (3-7)

F = f (Ed. O) (3-8)

G = fg (Eg Tg) (3-9)

Equation (3-7) describes an activity similar to a joint venture,

where O. is the ocean area accessed under such a process. Equation

(3-8) describes a fishing activity, which is essentially home-based,

with O fixed. Equation (3-9) is the production of all other goods,

with(L being a land variable. Both values of F (F1 and F) are fish

(or fTh products). The endowment, "effort, is a composite of labor

and capital, used in the same way as in standard fisheries economics

theory. Land is not used in the production of fish. However, ocean

space is used. Therefore, the constraints to this problem are:

E + E + Eg = E,

Tg =

oi + o
= 0.
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From the conditions of linear homogeneity, each production

where aqx, q = e, o, t and x = i, j, g is the respective factor

divided by the dependent variable. There is also a set of prevailing

prices, Pf and Pg (output prices), and imputed wages We W0 and W

embodied in the Lagrangian. Under a small country assumption, each

country, X and Y perceives the same world price for commodities.

The following objective function is obtained from a revenue

(Sections of the above equation are numbered separately for later

reference.) Each submodel (3-16 through 3-18) of the maximum problem

is a cost minimization problem, subject to the production constraint,

with and G treated as parametric. The first partial

derivatives of each sub-model (call them L1, where x = i,j,g) are

(3-19)

process can be expressed in terms of factor shares:

1 = fj(aej a0) (3-13)

1 = fj(aej a0) (3-14)

1 = fg(aeg, atg) (3-15)

maximization problem, with resource and unit isoquant constraints:

L= Pf (F1 +Fj)+PgG+WeE+WtT+WoO

- [Fi(We aei + W0a0) + x (1_fj(aei, a01))] (3-16)

- [Fj(We aej + W0a0) + x (1_fj(aej a0))] (3-17)

- [G (We aeg + wtatg)
+

Ag 1_fgaeg atg))]. (3-18)



aej aej a*eg

a*oi a0

at9

0

Solution by Cranier's Rule for the three unknowns yield:
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1
- (aqx aqx) = 0, (3-20)

where q = e, o, t, and x = i, j, g. A simultaneous solution of each

submodel yields optimal values, which are themselves sole

functions of the wages paid to the factors. However, as pointed out

earlier, at the beginning of the analysis it was assumed factor

prices did not change. Given the assumption of linear homogeneity

and perfect competition in outputs, it is still true factor prices do

not change, even if endowments do change. Therefore the aqx are

treated as constant. If the a*qx are placed into the constraints,

given the model assumptions, the result is:

aej F1 + a*ej F + aeg G = E

a*oi F1 + a0 F + 0 = 0 (3-21)

0 + 0 +a9G =T

Attention is now turned to the change in the endowment of 0, given

the factor distribution that has been postulated. Note that, since

is postulated as fixed, a change in 0 is tantamount to a change in

01. Therefore, the problem can be written as:

(3-22)
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(3-23)

(3-24)

(3-25)

90

Equations (3-23) and (3-24) are not determinate unless relative

magnitudes can be assessed fo a*ei a*ej, a*oi and a*0. One

condition contributing to a positive flow of mobile factors, such as

effort, into the
th

process (9F/9O > 0), would be if the factor

share of effort in the production of fish products under the
th

process (the home-based fishery) is relatively great (effort

intensive),compáred to the
1th

process. In addition, if the

process (joint venture fishing) is relatively more ocean intensive

than the
th

process, then as the distribution of available ocean

area changes, factors, such as effort, will try to flow out of the

home-based or domestic fishery into the production of fish by joint

ventures. Therefore, if equations (3-23) and (3-24) represent a

situation such as Japan, who had wholly domestic near-shore and

distant water fleets, the production in those ocean intensive distant

water fleets decreased dramatically with the on-set of extended

jurisdiction. By the same measure, the United States represented a

situation where one of their factors, ocean, increased. Fish

production also increased, mainly through reduced competition for

resources. However, the factor, effort, for off-shore fishing was in

very short supply in countries such as the United States, but was in
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plentiful supply in Japan. Effort was the most mobile, and plentiful

factor in Japan. The only remaining question to be resolved was the

problem of access and compensation in the post-extended jurisdiction

world. An important consideration is that mostcountries could not,

for one reason or another, buy the effort components from those

counties which had available supplies. The U.S., for example was,

and still is, restricted by the Jones Act. Other countries simply

did not have the currency to make such large purchases. The creation

of joint ventures in the form of the purchase or barter of services

of factors, both ocean and effort, became a solution to the problem

of factor immobility.

The joint venture, then, could be expected to be organized

around the mutual rental of factors. In the United States, those

participating in joint ventures almost always engage in over-the-side

sales to processing vessels. However, another settlement occurs

between the representatives of each partner. country. This settlement

involves the apportionment of either proceeds from sales or the fish

from the processing activity. Either of these forms of apportionment

could be thought of as a rental payment for the use of ocean area (in

Japan's case) and a rental payment for effort (in the case of the

U.S.). Production of both countries would be increased through the

trade of both effort-and ocean services.

A simple example has been presented, which shows if the

assumption about relative factor intensities between home-based and

distant' water operations can be made, then a redistribution of

factors in favor of joint ventures will occur, even if world prices
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do not change with changing endowments. The example implies that

even small countries which have no control over world prices, would

be expected to engage in "trade" of mobile factors of production.

Although a trade solution with all three productive processes is

difficult to solve generally, a greater specificity of relationships

between factor shares in different uses, will result in more

definitive trade solutions. The effects of allowing factors to move

between productive processes will be discussed in the following

section.

Two questions which remain are:

Now reasonable is it to postulate the following?

a .<a
el ej'

a .<a
03 01

What are the effects of the open access condition, where

the world price of fish is relatively under-valued?

To address the first question, more detail is needed about each

productive process. While requiring a significant amount of effort,

distant water fisheries processes appear to be principally concerned

with gaining access to fishing areas, from which raw products may be

drawn. In other words, those fleets which would likely enter joint

ventures tend to be directed at gaining access to large areas of

highly productive oceans. This could mean joint ventures are using

the ocean resource more intensively, relative to their use of effort.

Alternatively, wholly domestic fisheries may not have the option of

entering a joint venture fishery. With extended jurisdiction,

domestic fisheries may be more effort-intensive, especially if
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fishing fleets are restricted to smaller, less productive areas. If

these hypotheses are valid, then not only would country X experience

effort movement into joint venture operations but, by the comparative

statics results, would also experience a net gain of fish coming into

the country (as does country Y). Country X's effort has been used,

and fish has been and can be part of the settlement for the use of

ocean and effort in the bi-national production process. In a sense,

the joint venture circumvents a more traditional trade of goods for

fish (Figure 111-2). As an example, the point Z of Figure Ill-i is

placed on Figure 111-2, to conform with the comparative statics

results. (The production possibilities curve upon which Z lies has

not been drawn, in Figure 111-2 to reduce clutter in the graphics.)

It will be noticed from the comparative statics results (3-25) that,

with a change in ocean area, G does not change. However, the results

show that if the assumptions hold, the total production of F does

increase. If the Engel curve, F = aG, represents the locus of

tangencies between the preference map of a country and the boundary

of an opportunity set of different incomes with a slope of

then trade will still occur in goods and fish.

Recall that the move from the pre-trade position R to that of Z

took place through a trade of the services of productive factors.

The diagram in Figure 111-2 most closely resembles what has occurred

in Japan, that is, an augmentation of production possibilities. At

the point Z, IZ (or RK) goods are given up for IT2 of fish. This new

trade solution is an improvement over the previous conditions of

trade on the production possibilities curve. The amount QK of goods



Figure 111-2. Production of Fish Through Joint Ventures, and

the New Trade Solution.
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are retained by the country, which is better off than if trade of

factor services did not occur (though not as well off as they might

be with free access). Additionally, the other country (not shown in

Figure 111-2), which has experienced similar production possibility

gains, has been able to expand its production possiblities further

than if trade of factors was not permitted. Therefore, both

countries benefit from the rental of each other's factors after

extended jurisdiction, and those rental payments may be made in fish

or currency, whichever is the most advantagous medium of exchange.

The second question regarding relevance of price in the

determination of trade results, when changes in factor endowments

occur, is interesting. As Scott [1955] and later, Gould [1972] and

Anderson [1977] have pointed out, the common property nature of fish

resources of the oceans, both within each country and between

countries, causes the effort expended in the fishery to be

under-valued, relative to its potential value when combined with a

resource endowment having strong property rights. This occurs

because each individual fishermen, in the attainment of the

individual firm equilibrium, causes the industry to be driven to the

point where the average revenue of fish equals the average cost of

fish. However, at this point, rents to the resource are dissipated

through free entry. If a production function with a local maximum

and regions, decreasing in their arguments, is assumed, the open

access solution will have multiple equilibria, where average market

costs equal average market revenue. Each of these equilibria

represents a substantial divergence from the monopolistic solution
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(where marginal market costs equal average social revenue) or the

state-run fishery solution (where marginal social costs equal average

social revenue), suggested by Copes [1972]. This phenomenon of open

access appears to be widespread in fisheries, and yields price ratios

for fish and goods, which are not tangent to the production

possibilities curve. Anderson's principal arguments will be used to

show this result, except both production surfaces will still be

assumed linearly homogeneous, as well as concave. For an economy

producing G and E, where E is used in the procurement of fish (F) the

following conditions hold:

dF dF dE
dG dE dG

Equation (3-26) states that the slope of the production possibilities

curve (PPC) for F and G is the product of the slope of the

yield-effort relationship and the PPC for effort and goods,

respectively. The change in total revenue with respect to a change

in effort can be written as:

Pg
(3-27)

dG (MPPF)

E

where Pg = price of G

Pf = price of F

MPP = marginal physical product of E in

production of F.

Equation (3-27) states that, in equlibrium, the slope of the

production possibilities curye for effort and goods should equal the

price ratio of goods to fish, weighted by the inverse of the marginal

(3-26)
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physical product of effort in the production of fish. This is a well

known marginal condition deriving from the satisfaction of first

order conditions of revenue maximization. However, the same solution

is not obtained for open access fisheries. The solution for open

access is:

dE_
Pg

(3-28)

dG (APPF)

E

where APP = average physical product.

For the same point on the production possibilities curve for E and G

(and consequently for the PPC of E and F), the following relation

holds in open access:

(3-29)

MPPG P MPP P

E E

MPPF P

E
g

MPPG P

E

That is, in open access, the price ratio will always be greater than

the slope of the production possibilities curve between goods and

fish. The open access solution, therefore, changes the trade

solution. In addition, the trade solution becomes indeterminate.

However, the open access condition is interesting, because it has the

potential for changing the trade solutiOn in a number of ways.

However, a determinate solution is not apparent, unless the more
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stringent assumptions made before are retained and unless an

additional assumption is made; that for every point on the production

possibilities curve (PPC) for F and G, there exists a price ratio

steeper than the slope of the PPC at that point. Further, each price

ratio associated with the PPC point is unique. Assuming the same

linearly homogeneous utility function as before (so that the Engel

curve aG can be produced), Figure 111-3 compares the trade solutions

under open access fisheries with Pareto optimality in production.

The dotted line represents the same Engle curve aG, and the line

tangent to the PPC at R represents the Pareto optimal solution for

production, where RQ goods are traded for QI fish. Suppose, however,

this is an open access industry, where the true world price ratio is

(Pf/Pg)*
Figure 111-3 shows another Engel curve lying to the

northwest of aG. In thi.s particular case it has been drawn under the

assumption that the slopes of the dotted price lines will equal the

slope of the community indifference curve along this new locus.

Where fish is considered a normal good, the economy in country X will

import proportionally more fish for a unit of goods. If a productive

activity which will enable X to produce at Z, the result

(predictably) will be that QQ'/T1T1' < II'/T2T. That is, as the

quantity Z produced becomes larger, less goods are given up for fish.

Country X would eventually find it advantageous to export fish itself

if Z became large enough. However, counter-acting this trend is the

fact that open access conditions appear to accelerate trade in fish;

country X will tend to import more fish in a world withopen access

solutions, than if the world economy were Pareto efficient, ceteriS
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Figure 111-3. Comparisons of Open Access versus Pareto Efficient
Trade Solutions.
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paribus. Therefore, the open access solution in Figure 111-3 tends

to obscure or play down the dampening trends joint ventures have on

world trade of final products. Nevertheless, these trends are still

evident, even appealing to the graphical solutions. The reader can

verify that the amount of goods traded for fish becomes progressively

smaller, as the point Z moves up the dotted line, if there are no

changes in the relative slope of the price lines. Although this

result is not too surprising, the combination of open access

conditions plus factor mobility could be providing a situation where

joint ventures and traditional trading patterns will persist, even

though the fishery resources have been largely "rationalized" at the

international level.

However, given the assumptions presented for deriving the

comparative statics results for a change in ocean area, it has been

shown that changes in factor endowments did not affect the prices

paid for factors. Only world prices affect the prices paid to

factors. Therefore, if world prices are held constant, factor prices

will remain constant. As was discussed in the previous section, this

is a result of the use of linear homogeneous functions and of

assuming a small country, with no control over world price. Despite

this restrictive assumption, it has been shown that physical factor

mobility of effort and a means to effect the rental of productive

'factors, effort and ocean, will ensure movement of effort into that

process which uses the ocean space factor most intensively. Again,

by the factor price equalization theorem and the other assumptions

made in this analysis, price changes need not be considered to show
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flow of factors. However, price changes will also cause the same

flow of factors. This is the duality between the Stolper-Samuelson

and Rybczynski theorems, referred to earlier. Finally, the model

shown here is an example where the rental or barter of factor

services is an effective alternative to the trade of factors,

themselves. For example, a capital good can be sold or it can be

rented out to another producer. Structural rigidities may preclude

the sale of some capital goods to some countries. Then, the next

best alternative may be to rent out the capital goods. However,

rather than an explicit rental of the capital good, a joint

production process could be formed. The factors are all paid out of

the proceeds of the product. In this sense, trade has occurred,

where effort has been exchanged for fish or currency. Although this

may not be a surprising conclusion, it does pose some empirical

problems for those performing trade analyses using data generated in

the traditional manner. Most trades of fish generated from joint

production processes never appear on a trade balance sheet. This may

bias the analysis of the impacts of extended jurisdiction.

Empirical Analysis of Extended Jurisdiction Trade Effects

With No Joint Ventures

The conditions under which extended jurisdiction occurs must be

clearly specified, if its effect on trade of fish is to be

understood. Additionally, the common property nature of the resource

suggests that a unique or determinate trade solution, such as might

be found under more restrictive assumptions, is not possible to
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derive. Two reasons exist for such a condition: (1) the shape of the

production surface for fish is not usually thought of as linearly

homogeneous; and (2) fish and the factors used to take fish are

under-valued relative to the standard general equilibrium trade

result. These considerations can either be explicitly modeled or

implicitly controlled by carefully choosing cases to be analyzed by

simple models. The latter approach was chosen, in a study on changes

in Japanese export market shares to the U.S. and Canada, in the

comodity group of shrimp, prawn, and lobster (SPL). These cases

were specifically chosen for the following reasons:

Japan has been hard hit by the trend of worldwide extended

jurisdiction, from the standpoint of the magnitude of

loss in access to fishing grounds.

Shrimp, prawn, and lobster (SPL) products are generally

considered luxury commodities by Japan, Canada, and the

United States, and have wide consumer appeal. Therefore,

fluctuating consumer effects are expected to be minimized.

The fisheries dealing with SPL are, relatively speaking,

inshore; well within the 200 mile limit. Also, all shrimp

species are fully utilized by domestic fleets in the U.S.

The inshore nature of these fisheries is generally a

worldwide trait, related to the biology of the species.

U.S. and Canadian trawling vessels and other methods of

capture are well developed and may even be in over-supply.

Therefore, little incentive exists for a trade in the

various forms of effort between Japan, Canada, and the
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U.S. Furthermore, the Jones Act (a U.S. law) forbids

fishing in U.S. waters and subsequent landing in U.S.

ports, with foreign-made vessels.

(5) The U.S. is a major importer of SPL, as is Japan.

Canadian imports are smaller, but this is probably related

to Canada's population size, rather than differences in

preference.

Japan's share in the import markets of Canada and the U.S. would

be expected to fall between the years of 1959 to 1980, due largely to

the worldwide trend in extended jurisdiction. The fall would be

probable, even though markets for these commodities remained very

strong during this time period.

The role of extended jurisdiction in the international trade of

seafood has not been well studied. However, Lin et al. [1981] raise

issues regarding the ramifications of extended management zones in

the world conuiunity. A number of studies have been done using market

shares analysis, in general. To study trade flows, direct or proxy

measures of the import demand, and the price elasticities of that

import demand are needed. Market shares approaches have been used to

estimate the effects of price competition, and their use avoids the

more difficult empirical problems that develop when specifying import

demand functions. Studies by Hickman [1973, 1977] looked at changing

trade patterns in the Pacific Basin countries between 1955 and 1975.

Hickman's unaltered log-linear model is specified in the following

manner:



or, the ratio of the country i's exports

to country j in year t (X) and the

total exports to country j.

= the intercept term

a1 = the short term elasticity of the

market share with respect to price

(expected sign is negative)

= the ratio of the export price for all

goods of country i, based on F.0.B.

price quotas, to an import price index

in market j, defined as:

m x

pit = EctjoPjt

where = share of the exporting

country to input market in

year 0

a2 = estimated trend growth rate (expected

sign is positive or negative, depending

on trade relations)
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Lnct = a01 + a11Ln (PP) + a21I

+ a3Lnat
i

+
(3-30)

where:
i.it

= the share of the exporting country i in

the import market of a country j in year

t, for all imports defined as:



T = an index of time

a3 = estimated rate of response in market

shares in year t to market shares in t-1

(expected sign is positive)

ijt-1
= market shares of the previous period

= error term

Hickman's model, used in 26 countries or country aggregates,

yielded results which have considerable theoretical and empirical

appeal. For example, signs on the elasticity measures, regardless of

significance, were consistently negative, and the significance of the

parameter estimates at 5 percent and 10 percent levels were common.

Hickman included in his model the variable time, which, in this

chapter's model specifications, is not included. Also, Hickman's

time index is designed to capture secular shifts in demand, but

ignores determinants of supply.

Some supply determinant should be included in the export model

for Japan, especially in the case of the fisheries for SPL. The time

variable has been removed, and the variable AREA (the percentage of

1981 world jurisdictional claims in square nautical miles, by year)

has been added to the model. In addition, the catch ratio of SPL

between Japan and Canada, as well as the U.S., was included t

account for short-term supply fluctuations.

The export-import price ratios are not strictly comparable

between Hickman and the model specified in this study. Hickman

weights the import market price by the share of the exporting country
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in year 0. This study computes the price ratio in the following

manner:

V1t
E.
ijt

t
E-

ijt

-

where: V1 = the total value of exports of Japan of

SPL, year t (1959-1980)

= the total quantity of exports of Japan of

SPL, year t (1959-1980)

(zV. - = the total value of imports of SPL by

Canada (U.S.), less the value of Japanese

export to Canada (U.S., year t

(1959-1980))

E1t = the exchange rate between Japan ana the

U.S. (1959-1980)

In this model specification of Japan's export market shares to

the U.S. and Canada, the shares are developed in value terms (FOB),

the catch is in metric tons, the variable AREA is substituted for

time, and is in terms of percent (decimal fraction x 100), and the

price ratio has been developed using U.S. currency in year t. All

product forms of SPL were included in this analysis.

Model Tests. Actual specification of the export market shares model

was a logistic, or logit, form. Unlike the Hickman model, the

independent variables were unlogged. The logit form of this type is
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the familiar "S"-shaped fUnction, common to such functions as the

normal and t cumulative distributions, which are asymptotic at 0 and

1. It was felt that the unlogged form of the logit model was most

likely to represent the actual function being estimated.

Logistic-types of transformations have been used to investigate

growth in the shares of particle board production [Oliveira and

Buongiorno, 1977]. The logistic model has also been used in

empirical work, where adoption of new technology has been felt to be

time related. Another feature of logistic transformation is that it

enables predicted share values, between 0 and 1, to be insured.

Since this analysis involved estimation of a dependent variable, with

relevant values between 0 and 1, a model which would consistently

predict those values was considered important.

The dependent variable was transformed to logit form by dividing

each observation of the dependent variable, JSHRUS (JSHRCAN) by 1

minus the variable; then taking the natural log of this index.

A simple logit transformation allows the model to be used as a

predictive tool in cases where it is known the value of a dependent

variable lies strictly between 0 and 1. If the problem is one of

binary choice, then a simple transformation would be inappropriate.

The following independent variables ( with a sample size of 21

years) for each country were regressed against the log of Japan's

transformed export share to the U.S. (Canada), LJSHRUS (CAN):

LJSHRUS(-1) (CAN(-1)): The lagged (one year) logit index of Japanese

export market share of shrimp, prawn, and

lobster (SPL) in U.S. (Canada).
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RATIOJUSA (CAN): Japanese export price of shrimp, prawn,

and lobster (SPL) divided by the import price

of SPL, without Japan's share included in the

U.S. (Canada) (in dollars, U.S.).

AREA: The percentage of 1981 200 mile area claims

of ocean held by countries as territorial or

fisheries zones.

USCTHR, CNCTHR: The ratio of Japanese to U.S. (Canadian)

catch of SPL.'

DUM: A dummy variable, taking on the value of 0

for years 1959-1967 and 1 for years 1968

through 1980.

The dummy variable was included because, upon close inspection

and corroboration from other sources, it appeared Japanese export

trade statistics, either left fresh chilled and frozen products out

o-f the early years or had aggregated them elsewhere. Both Fishery

Statistics of the United States, as well as FAO production and export

statistics, were consulted for several years in this time period and

it was apparent Japan had an export trade in fresh/frozen SPL during

this time period. However, composing Japan's trade picture for a

commodity, which appeared never to have been reported would have been

a nearly impossible task. To correctly specify Japan's market share

in the U.S., Japa&s total .export of fresh, chilled, and frozen SPL

would have to be inferred from import statistics of her trading

partners.
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Tests on the ordinary least squares (OLS) models for the U.S.

revealed no heteroskedastic disturbances, using methods outlined by

Glejser [1969] and Park [1966]. However, the Canadian model did

exhibit some heteroskedasticity, caused by the variable JSHRCAN(-1).

The parameter estimates for slope were obtained from the regression

of JSHRCAN(-1) on the absolute value of the residuals. These were

used in subsequent generalized least squares (GLS) estimation of the

original model. In cases where heteroskedasticity was detected and

corrected, the more efficient parameter estimates are presented in

the results, along with the t-statistic. Since neither the R2 of the

original model nor of the transformed model are appropriate

indicators of fit, the square of simple correlation between the

efficiently fitted values of market shares and the observed values

are presented as an approximate measure of goodness of fit, as

suggested by Pindyck and Rubinfeld [1981]. The GLS transformation

was made before testing for autocorrelated disturbances.

Tests for autocorrelation in both U.S. and Canadian models

yielded ambiguous results, since inflated Durbin-Watson statistics

occur as a result of using the Durbin-Watson test on models with

lagged endogenous variables. Attempts to use the Durbin h-test,

which is actually for large samples (n > 30), yielded equally

ambiguous results. A large sample test, alternative to the h-test,

shows no autocorrelation, but the prescription is suspect due to the

small sample size (21 observations). For this reason, both models

were corrected using GLS estimation techniques, outlined by Beach and

MacKinnon [1978]. The corrected models are shown for each country in
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Table 111-2. The uncorrected models are not presented, since

estimates were inefficient. A maximum likelihood technique, used to

search for a generalized least squared weight p, was used to correct

for autocorrelation.

It should be emphasized that the poor quality of data available

for analyses such as this made even these meager results interesting,

in their own right. Also, the direction of effect

(i.e., the sign) on AREA is robust through all transformations and

throughout the analysis. Consequently, a one-tailed test could be

done, and if 70 percent was an acceptable level of certainty, the

parameter estimate would be significant. It would be insignificant at

confidence levels greater than 70 percent. One observation made in

response to both Canadian and U.S. models, is the role of AREA as an

explanatory variable in these models. Despite the efficiently

estimated parameters (the magnitudes of which did not appreciably

change after using GLS, as expected), both models still had

multicollinearity, although it was not at high levels.

Interestingly, the simple correlations between area and the dependent

variables of the two models reveal that area explains about 37

percent of the variation in LJSHRCAN, but only about 16 percent in

the U.S. model. Yet the catch ratio, which explains less than AREA,

is relatively highly correlated with AREA. This relationship between

catch rate, AREA, and the dependent variables is the topic of further

discussion in the next section. The t-values for AREA suggest a

fairly weak variable if a two-tailed test is used. In addition,

simple correlations suggest the catch ratio and AREA is strongly
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Table 111-2. Models of Japan's Export Market Share Response in
Shrimps, Prawns and Lobsters; GLS Estimation.

Part I. United States.

LJSHRUS =_4.81 + 1.489 DUM -0.3035 RATIOJUSA + 0.3986 LJSHRUS (-1)

(_2.161)**(2.170)** (-.254) (2.313)**

-0.0038 AREA + 2.956 USCTHR
(-.756) (1.393)*

R2 = .61; F(5,15) = 4.64**; Obs. = 21;

DURBIN WATSON = 1.7173

Part II. Canada.

LJSHRCAN = -4.64 - 0.562 DUM -0.1045 RATIOJCAN + 0.4861 LJSHRCAN (-1)

(-1.423)(-.921) (-.065) (2.152)**

-0.0119 AREA + .7493 CNCTHR
(-0.6998) (1.099)

* and ** indicates significance at 90% and at 95% respectively.

R2 = .58;

DURBIN WATSON

F(5,15) = 4j9**; OBS. = 21;

= 2.0603

Simple Correlations

(4) (5) (6)(1) (2) (3)

(1) LJSHRUS 1

(2) DUM .33 1

(3) RATIOJUSA -.38 -.19 1

(4) LJSHRUS (-1) .40 .07 -.28 1

(5) AREA -.16 .25 -.13 .14 1

(6)USCTHR -.09 -.73 .01 .04 -.45

(1) LJSCHRCAN 1

(2)DUM -.33 1

(3) RATIOJCAN -.26 -.05 1

(4) LJSHRCAN (-1) .61 -.32 -.16 1

(5) AREA -.37 .25 -.24 -.14 1

(6) USCTHR -.06 -.34 .83 .03 -.55
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negatively correlated. For each model , the catch ratios capture an

important dimension of the market shares issue. The hypothesis is,

relative catches determine the amount of emphasis placed on external

trade in a year. Both models suggest the ratio of Japanese catch to

the importing country's catch is positively related to the movement

of market shares. That is, as the ratio becomes smaller (either

Japanese catch experiences relative declines or the importing

country's catch experiences relative increases), the export market

share declines. As would be expected, the lagged shares variable

captures a substantial amount of the variation, suggesting market

development and presence in the U.S. and Canada, by Japan, has been

somewhat stable.

Both the U.S. and Canada models represent a hybrid of demand and

supply relationships. Because of significant data constraints

associated with well specified structural forms, estimation of a

reduced form was hoped to yield a model which would correctly predict

the market shares response, given changing exogenous variables.

However, there is still considerable variation in market shares,

which remains unexplained by both models.

Work by Lin et al. [1981] on shrimp in Pacific Rim countries,

states that data problems encountered in making models, such as

these, operable, were very large and were not completely overcome in

their work either. The necessity of incorporating an inventory

function and less aggregated data, over longer periods of time, has

been voiced by many economists, including Lin. This need must

presently go unfilled, since little of this type of data exists.
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Johnston [1984] has argued strongly that other trends were

occurring in the world which could make extended jurisdiction effects

negligible, by comparison. One such possible variable could be

changes in international monetary policy. Since these monetary

policy changes are thought to have dramatically affected the world

economy, especially in world agriculture, it is possible the same

fluctuations are occurring in seafood trade.

An Analysis of Extended Jurisdiction Trade Effects

With Joint Ventures

The previous section investigated an example where no joint

ventures would be expected to arise, even though extended

jurisdiction took place. Now consider a case where the U.S., which

gained a substantial amount of ocean resources, does not display the

type of export expansion expected with Korea. Korea, however, has

expanded their fisheries, in spite of extended jurisdiction. The

same model form was used as in the Japanese export models, except the

dummy variable was not included, because Korea had no major problems

with inconsistent reporting, except in 1968 and earlier. Apparently,

earlier than 1968, reports were more aggregated and did not record

trace amounts of trade. Therefore, the first observation was

assigned an arbitrary shares value of .01. This would appear

reasonable, since trace shipments could have been made during this

time period and not recorded. Additionally, corroborating trade

statistics suggest sporadic trade occurred with the U.S. prior to
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1968. It is possible, then, some trade could have taken place in the

intervening year.

The following model variables (sample size = 13) were included

in the study of U.S. export shares to Korea:

LUSSHRK = The logit index of the U.S. export market shares of

fresh, chilled and frozen fish (excluding salmon and

ornamental fish) is defined as:

USSHRK
log

1-USSHRK

RATUSK = The price ratio between weighted average price of

total Korean imports divided by the average price

net of U.S. exports. Its composition is identical

to that of Japan's export market share.

LAGESK = The lagged logit index of market shares.

HARRAT, JVHRAT = The ratio of total catch between the U.S. and Korea.

The value of JVHRAT includes the catch taken by

joint ventures. The catch does not include

salmonoids, crustaceans, mollusks, or ornamental

fish.

NAREA = The percentage of 1981 ocean area under extended

jurisdiction.

Until 1979, when the Fish and Chips policy began, U.S. exports

to Korea were sporadic and declining, while the Korean catcft

(relative to the U.S. catch of the same commodity) was expanding.

Since Korea has been aggressive, world-wide, with regard to fisheries

agreements, it is not surprising extended jurisdiction trends have

had a limited effect on Korea. Although data on Korean trade are
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limited, a presentation of general effects from different treatments

of joint ventures on model results are in Table 111-3. First,

observe that the models, on the whole, appear to give fairly stable

results, with respect to the relative importance of variables within

each model. That is, none of the variables made a complete switch

from being insignificant to being significant, with different model

specifications. This lack of change is because the joint venture

data covers only from 1978 to 1981. Also, the Fish and Chips policy,

which began in 1979, may be making data interpretation of these

latter years ambiguous, since the adoption of this policy could be

causing Korea to engage in more imports than they normally might.

However, incorporation of joint venture data caused some large

changes of individual variables between models. For example, the

lagged market share index LAGESK, which should have been positive

(and was highly significant in the U.S./Canada share models), was not

at all significant in Table 111-2 and also had the wrong sign in Part

I of the table. When joint ventures were treated, first as Korean

catch, and then as U.S. exports, LAGESK did exhibit expected

(positive) signs. Despite substantial improvements in standard error

of the estimate, however, the parameter for LAGESK never became

significant. This was also the case for the two other variables

(RATUSK and NAREA), which were insignificant at the test levels.

However, each of these two variables, contributed more in terms of

explaining variation in market shares than did LAGESK. The

coefficient for HARRAT, the harvest ratio between the U.S. and Korea,

had minor changes and a slight decline in significance.



Table 111-3. Market Shares Models for U.S. Exports of Fresh,
Chilled and Frozen Fish, Excluding Salmon and
Ornamental Fish, to Korea: Corrected for

Heteroskedasticity and Autocorrelation.

Part I. With U.S. -Korea Joint Venture Catch Not Included

LUSSHRK = -3.749 - 0.517 RATUSK - O.520x105 LAGESK + 4.784 HARRAT
(_3.099)** (-1.000) (O.2187x104) (4.313)**

+ 0.0063 NAREA
(0.609)

R2 = .63; F(4,8) = 3.34*; OBS =13; DURBIN WATSON = 2.1171

Part II. With Joint Venture Catches Included With Korean Catch

LUSSHRK = -3.73064 - 0.529 RATUSK + 0.00390 LAGESK + 4.295 JVHRAT
(_3.080)** (-1.021) (0.01633) (4.2952)**

+ .00670 NAREA
(0.6466)

R2 = .62; F(4,8) = 3.30*; OBS. = 13; DURBIN WATSON = 2.1138

Part III. With Joint Venture Catch as a U.S. Export

LUSSHRK = -3.71871 - 0.559 RATUSK + 0.0208 LAGESK + 4.853 1-IARRAT
(_3.284)** (-1.079) (0.1147) (3.637)**

+ 0.00748 NAREA
(0. 7901)

R2 = .63; F(4,8) = 333*; 085 = 13; DURBIN WATSON = 2,1089

* and ** indicates significance at the 90% and 95% levels,
respectively.
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Note the market shares relationships and their signs are exact

analogues of one another, between Table 111-2 and 111-3. For

example, the coefficient for NAREA is positive in the U.S. export

model, since some export activity has been attributable to the U.S.

gaining oceanarea, relative to Korea. Japan, on the other hand,

lost ocean area access to other countries. Hence, Japan experienced

declines in market shares for increases in ocean area, under extended

jurisdiction. The harvest ratios are analogous between the models,

with the catch of the importing country forming the denominator.

Therefore, the positive sign reflects the observation that as the

relative catch of the importing country increases, the less inclined

either country will be to engage in trade.

In the Korean models, a weaker negative relationship existed

between HARRAT and NAREA (-.317), but a much stronger simple

correlation between NAREA and the price ratio RATUSK (.502) was

present. The latter relationship may be causing inefficient

estimates of either HARRAT or RATUSK. Due to the limited data

available, these models should be cautiously interpreted. However,

it is interesting that relative harvest rates appear to play a vital

role in one model and not in another. Note also that, although the

model in Part III of Table 111-3 is biased in its representation of

U.S. export market shares, it is still true the U.S. is a major

exporter, even when assuming joint ventures are exports. (If U.S.

joint ventures are considered exports, a more correct assessment

would be to include all of Korea's world-wide joint venture

activities as imports.) Therefore, the direction of change in the
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models is not a bias, and is an indication that the role of extended

jurisdiction under different definitions of °trade could change

substantially.

One final issue concerns the differences between the general

form of market shares model used in this paper, and that of other

authors. The main difference in the models is in the logit

formulations. Price elasticities, which are obtained from the

Hickman model, are no longer so easily derived. The general form of

the unlogged model is:

s=

st_i
wherey

- -s

If x1 is the price ratio between the two countries, then the

elasticity of market shares with respect to price would be:

aS

ax1S
1

1

a-b1x1+. . .+bx)

+
ct (a-b x +...+b x)

it-i e

(3-32)

(3-33)

The relationships between variables in the linearized model also

hold for the unlogged model. For example, suppose the shares in this

time period (t-1) were increased. The likely effect on future shares

can be seen by noting that as S1 becomes large, also becomes

large. However, as increases, the value of the right hand of

the denominator in (3-32) becomes very small, so S approaches 1.

Conversely, negative values of parameters in the exponent of e tend

to make S small. Therefore, the signs on the regression results



correctly indicate the direction S will take for a change in the

variables.

Summary and Conclusion

Many of the results of each empirical analysis are what would be

expected, since specific cases were chosen to isolate the trade

effects of extended jurisdiction. However, despite consistent

results, both in terms of sign and level of significance, none of the

results could be considered conclusive evidence that extended

jurisdiction has a direct effect on market shares. What is

conclusive is where there is a fairly strong negative relationship

between harvest ratios and extended jurisdiction, there is also some

diminution of harvest ratio's explanatory power in the models. Where

harvest ratios were very strong, as in the Korean models, extended

jurisdiction made less of an impact than in those cases where harvest

ratios were not strong. When an arbitrary definition was made,

calling joint ventures transactions "exports" (Table 111-3, Part

III), the impact of extended jurisdiction was somewhat more

pronounced.

The lagged share response is important in modeling the

consistency and stability of Japanese export markets, but was not in

the Korean models. Although the price ratio is insignificant, this

result is not inconsistent with other work in this field:

In most cases, the price of shrimp was found
to be statistically insignificant in both
import demand and world supply function...
joint ventures and shipment cOntracts may be
among the factors that hinder, to some degree,
the movements of supply in response to changes
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in price. The failure of including an
inventory function due to data insufficiency
might be another major cause of this result
[Lin et al., 1981].

Apart from data availability, the issue of data quality and

accuracy of reporting should be mentioned. There were numerous cases

where trade data could not be corroborated or where groups of

commodities either appeared to be missing or aggregated under other

commodity headings. This undoubtedly has contributed to some of the

variation in the model. Additionally, this study did not investigate

the impacts of world monetary policy, and did not control for these

occurrences except through incorporation of the exchange rate.

It is important to note there is a consistent relationship

between the AREA variable and export market share of the commodities

(Japan) investigated. For those who gained ocean area (the U.S.),

the relationship was positive; for those who lost, the relationship

was negative. However, it has been shown the relative catch rates

between countries sometimes play a major role in determining export

markets. Further, those countries who have lost, but who have

cultivated their access to ocean area, may actually be less affected

than those who have not been as aggressive. There may be other

commodities and/or countries which would initially appear to have

been hurt by extended jurisdiction, but have actually been unaffected

or even assisted by this trend.

In conclusion, this analysis did succeed in showing relative

catch rates, as they have been affected by extended jurisdiction, can

have substantial impact on export market shares. This is especially

so in cases where aggressive negotiations have taken place to obtain
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rights to fish. Joint ventures are but one example of where some

rights have been conferred upon guest countries. However, what is

interesting about joint ventures is their quasi-trade approach to the

problem of resource access. This is what was theoretically alluded

to at the beginning of the chapter. Those countries which have

gained access through joint ventures or through some other methods

are less likely to be affected by extended jurisdiction. The

subsequent trade can be a barter of effort and expertise in exchange

for fish. Such a barter scheme is theoretically plausible and the

empirical work in this paper suggests such activity could be

occurring. However, it is perhaps best to close with a more tangible

observation:

The Japan fishery has just learned that a
Soviet-Mauritania joint venture has agreed to
charter 34 Soviet vessels through the end of
1985. Charterage will be paid by giving a
percentage of the catch to the Soviets...

[Atkinson, 1984].



Endnotes

1/ In coniiiunication with industry and government sources, it was
learned that provisions of the Jones Act have been waived in

some cases.

2/ By well-behaved, we mean: (1) each industry has a large number

of identical small firms, and (2) the industry production
factors are.assumed to be linear homogenous, such that, for each

industry, f3(tL.,tK.) = tf3(L., K.) = ty., where t = a constant,
L. = labor; K. caiital, j =3indstries31 or 2. This type of

fnction can e expressed in terms of the input-output
coefficients by letting t = 1/y.., and is completely described by
the unit isoquant. For details3on the properties of this

function see Silberberg [431-465, 1978].

3/ For a succinct discussion on the duality between these two
theorems, see Silberberg [1978].

4/ A necessary condition for this to occur is linear homogeneity in
both industries.

5/ The inclusion of these variables has been criticized by some,
because it begs the comparative advantage question. The model

seeks to explain Japan's trade activities with the United States
and Canada in the face of extended jurisdiction. These

variables are still of interest, because with changing propertry
rights, it is expected this ratio will change; thus, giving an
indication of change in comparative advantage.
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Chapter IV

ASSESSING STOCHASTIC EFFICIENCY OF PORTFOLIOS;
PRECAUTIONARY OBSERVATIONS

Introduction

Most agricultural and fisheries problems encountered involve

selection of one or more activities considered to be stochastic.

For example, whether to use a vessel for one or another fishing

activity may be properly addressed by looking at a historical or

cross-sectional data series of each activity. The history of each

activity or a cross section over many different areas might allow

the analyst to determine which activity would most likely yield the

highest net return. Suppose the probability distributions of net

returns for each fishery,were available through cross-section data

or in a time series. (Such data could be used, for example, to

examine the impact of different conditions of the fishery, which are

captured by area, on different vessel classes fishing in these

areas.) Further, in each fishery, four observations were taken;

Figure IV-1 shows the Iirawil data on the left and the cumulative

distribution functions on the right side of the figure. The graphed

functions are not continuous. From the figure, it can be seen that

activity 1 would udominaten activity 2, stochastically. This

occurs, since for any given value on the cumulative frequency axis,

activity 1 will produce higher net returns than wifl activity 2

(i.e., the cumulative density function for activity 1 lies on top of

or to the right of activity 2). However, suppose a very

similar-looking set of data were gathered, except the observations
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move opposite from one another in reaction to the same stimulus

(Figure IV-1). Then, despite the fact that both sets of data yield

the same cumulative distribution function, it is no longer clear

from the raw data that activity 1 "stochastically" dominates

activity 2 (although it becomes clear when cumulative frequencies

are investigated). Furthermore, what would happen if these Figure

IV-1 activities could be performed together? When a mixed activity

is investigated (call it 50/50; form a new variable 50/50 mix =

.50(act 1) + .50(act 2)), the superiority of activity 1 cannot

easily be discerned even when cumulative distributions are observed.

Choosing the cumulative distribution (which lies farthest to the

right of all others), among two or more activities works well when

activities are mutually exclusive. It is also useful when

activities are highly positively correlated. However, the method

begins to give unclear recommendations when lower values of

correlation between two random activities take place.

The objective of this chapter is to show that, if carefully

used, this method called stochastic dominance (SD) can still be

useful. However, attention must be paid to the coefficients of

correlation, as well as relative means and standard error measures.

Unfortunately, authors who have used SD techniques in recent pieces

of literature have either ignored these problems or have

acknowledged their existence and then continued using stochastic

dominance. However, as the example-11 above suggests, such problems

are quite real and cannot be lightly dismissed, especially if mutual

exclusivity cannot be assumed. Several well-known pieces of
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literature exist, however, where mutual exclusivity could not be

assumed and where stochastic dominance was used. Kramer and Pope

[1981] analyzed the net benefits of participation in farm commodity

programs using a normative risk model based on stochastic dominance

theory. However, the policy alternatives under discussion were not

mutually exclusive.

Kramer and Pope did, however, give some indication they were

aware that when there is "continuous mixing of returns on various

crops (whole farm planning) dominance procedures must compare an

infinite number of farm plans. As a result, little progress has

been made toward developing a portfolio algorithm based upon

dominance considerations." Work by Schurle et al [1983] on the

characteristics of stochastically efficient farms does not mention

correlation among random variables as being potentially important.

Another example where SD may have yielded ambiguous results because

of the above mentioned phenomenon occurs in a paper by Grisley and

Kellogg [1983]. This paper attempted to discern whether Thai

farmers made production plans which coincided with their stated

expectations. More specifically, SD was used to determine whether

crop production plans in the cool-dry season agreed with farmer's

expectations on the net income from different crops. The paper's

conclusion stated that although a well defined dominance structure

existed, in terms of stated expectations, the actual crop production

behavior "corresponded closely, though not exclusively, with a SD

ordering of their stated objective probability distributions of net

incomes..." Such conclusions imply other decision rules may have
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been followed. The results in this Chapter suggest that, in all

likelihood, farmers did follow other decision rules which accounted

for dependencies between random variables, at least on an intuitive

level. The fact SD results did not clearly reflect observed

behavior may further suggest the SD decision rule used may not have

completely accounted for the relationships between random variables.

Markowitz [1959] is credited with the development of a method

of portfolio selection using two moments of the distribution, the

expected value (or mean) and variance. This method and decision

rule (called E-V analysis) utilized the observation that if at least

one of two conditions held (specifically, if a quadratic utility

function existed where U' > 0 and U" < 0 or if normality of all

portfolios can be assumed with constant risk aversion), then

choosing among risky assets on the basis of their means and

variances only is consistent with the von Neumann-Morgenstern

utility maximization model (the expected utility hypothesis) [Porter

and Gaumnitz, 1972].

Tsiang [1972 and 1974] in his defense of E-V analysis, has

shown E-V may be considered useful, provided the aggregate risk

taken by an individual is small compared to his total wealth, which

could include physical, and financial, as well as human wealth.

This implies it is not necessary for the risk taken to be infinitely

small in magnitude.

Subsequent work by Quirk and Saposnik [1962] led to the

definition and development of stochastic dominance decision rules.
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Portfolio selection under these rules is also consistent with the

expected utility hypothesis. However, both the need to make choices

under the restrictive assumptions for the utility functions embodied

in E-V analysis, and the need to use only the first two moments (the

mean and variance) of a distribution are discarded. Because of

these features, SD has been referred to as "conceptually superior"

[Porter, 1972; Porter and Gaumnitz, 1972]. Work by Samuelson

[1967], Borch [1969], Hadar and Russell [1969], as well as Hanoch

and Levy [1969], point to theoretical deficiencies of E-V analysis,

which would tend to support Porter's observation. In particular,

Samuelson has observed that unless all prospects are normally

distributed, a linear combination of prospects will not yield a

stochastic variable in two parameters. Therefore, it is impossible

to define a preference ordering of portfolios in terms of mean and

variance. Subsequent work, however, by Porter and Gaumnitz

comparing the performance of E-V analysis and SD procedures suggests

the major difference between these two methods was elimination of

E-V efficient portfolios in the low return low variance range by

second degree stochastic dominance (SSD). Third degree stochastic

dominance (TSD) reduced the efficient sets under E-V and SSD and

tended to minimize this major conflict between E-V and SSD. Since

the time most of this work has been done, SD has gained acceptance

as a conceptually superior algorithm, due primarily to a rich

theoretical development.1 The relatively easy computational

methods, as well as strong appeal to intuition makes SD use

particularly inviting.
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In the early stages of development, when comparisons between

E-V and SSD were being studied, performances of portfolios were

investigated both in terms of their earning ability and numbers of

prospects included within the portfolios. It was possible to

develop a set of E-V and/or SSD efficient combinations of prospects,

thereby suggesting "diversification pays". One issue overlooked,

however, was the validity of these efficient sets (or

recommendations), if the random variables derived from these

portfolios (specialized or diversified) were somehow not independent

of one another. This issue was subsequently addressed by Hadar and

Russell [1971, 1974] and is re-emphasized in this paper. The

conceptual superiority of SSD seems to have overshadowed the more

subtle problems addressed by Hadar and Russell; perhaps because they

outlined conditions for optimality of diversification in an SD

framework. However, they did not explain the implications of their

results on the use of SD. Increased use of this algorithm has

occurred in many different contexts, including analysis of stock

portfolios, cropping strategies, selection of dominant plant

strains, and many other situations where risky prospects are

compared. It is indeed appealing to speculate on the potential use

of SD as a means of selecting policies and policy mixes designed to

bring about some measurable effect on society. SD could also be

used to select an optimum configuration for a small firm, based on

the knowledge the firm can engage in a number of activities, but

only a few of those activities may be "efficient" in an SD sense.
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The appeal of SD decision rules lies in the fact that for first

degree SD (FSD), no assumption about risk aversion is necessary

(only that the utility function is increasing in its argument) and

in SSD, risk averse behavior is all that need be assumed. This does

represent a major improvement over E-V analysis. However, several

implicit assumptions need to made with regard to the underlying

distribution from which random samples are drawn. The most

important assumption is that the two random variables for any two

activities under scrutiny must be distributed in such a way as to

make the portfolios under consideration either perfectly correlated

or the only relevant ones to consider (i.e., they cannot be mixed).

In addition, the sample used (regardless of its size) invariably

represents the distribution from which it is drawn. Some authors

have recently questioned the value of SD analysis, because sampling

error directly affects the power of the dominance procedure. For

example, Stein and Pfaffenberger [1982J suggest not using SD, based

on their results, which show sampling error affects the power of

dominance results. Further, Pope and Ziemer [1983] have, in the

process of showing their own results, reinforced Stein and

Pfaffenbergers result that the power 0f dominance results depend

greatly on the size of sample. The appeal of SD is somewhat

diminished by this reminder of what should be obvious. SD's appeal

is more seriously diminished, however, by the realization that the

relevant set of choices may change, depending on the covariance

characteristics that exist between random variables representing

activities being considered. Therefore, work that ignores or
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minimizes the importance of the correlation between random variables

runs a good risk of yielding suboptimal recommendations.

SD can have great applicability to a wide range of problems.

The ease and rapidity with which stochastic efficiency analysis may

be performed makes it desirable. However, the implicit assumptions

must be dealt with in some way before a meaningful analysis may be

performed. Thus, where Grisley and Kellogg, as well as others, have

ignored the effects of dependency between random variables, this

paper will show that dependency between variables must be addressed

before all possible mixtures of activities from the optimal set can

be eliminated.

A few authors have addressed the question of whether a

diversified portfolio will always dominate specialized activities in

the SD framework. However, no one has investigated the conditions

under which diversified portfolios can be conveniently dismissed in

a more narrowly defined analytical framework. The two issues are

closely related to one another, since the discovery of a dominating

diversified portfolio is conditional on a specific form of the

multivariate distribution function. One set of authors [Hadar and

Russell, 1971] has developed general theorems on SD and in the

process proven, as did Samuelson [1967], that, with identical

marginal distributions, diversification will always be optimal (will

never be dominated) regardless of the joint distribution or the

nature of dependency.

The present investigation started as an analytical approach,

similar to work by Hadar and Russell, which would define conditions
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for all distribution functions under which diversified activities

could reasonably be dismissed from the set of all possible

activities. This general approach did not turn out to be fruitful

when the assumption of equal marginal distributions was relaxed.

Instead, it became necessary to pick specific functional forms for

analysis. Since the normal distribution holds an important position

in statistical theory, and since it is a commonly encountered

distribution in field work, it was decided to narrow the

investigation to that distribution first. For the case of normal

marginal distributions, a brief analytical result, based on well

know SD results for the normal distribution, is discussed. Then, a

Monte Carlo experiment is presented. A Monte Carlo experiment is

one in which a large number of samples are randomly drawn from a

known distribution, in order to gain insight into sampling

properties, estimation of parameters for the distribution, or other

properties which require a highly controlled sampling enviornment.

In this example, observations on random variables were taken from a

bivariate normal distribution, as well as from other joint

distributions. All random variables were formed under different

assumptions of covariance, marginal distribution parameters ( and

s12), and activity mixes, in order to detect possible tendencies

which would obviate the need to consider mixed activities. Before

presenting the results of the experiments, a brief summary of the

theory of SD, as well as Hadar and Russell's principal analytical

conclusions will be presented.



Theory of SD

Hadar and Russell [1971] present a general framework for SD:

Suppose the desirabilities of two mutually exclusive events are

compared, yielding outcomes conforming to:

Pf = f(x), (4-1)

Pg = g(x), (4-2)

where Pf and Pg are continuous probability values associated with

two prospects f and g, which yield measurable outcomes of a common

random variable X, such that their respective integrals both equal

1. In the following analysis, lower case functional symbols (f,g)

signify probability density functions and upper case symbols (F,G)

signify cumulative distribution functions. Given some undefined

utility function, U(X)

U'(X) > o. (4-3)

Then, if

E(Uf) - E(Ug) = .1 U(X) f(X) dx

- f U(X) g(X) dx 0. (4-4)

Through integration by parts and the appropriate evaluation of

limits, the Expected Utility Statement is:

(F(X) - G(X)) U(X) - f (F(X) - G(X)) U'(X) dx 0,

for all X, (4-5)

the first term vanishes, since F(X) and G(X), the cumulative

probabilities, evaluated at their limits, equals one; the integral

144
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remains. For all classes of utility functions where U'(X) > 0, this

statement is true when F(X) G(X), for all values of X. This

implies the cumulative distribution function (COF) for F lies to the

right of the CDF for G. Further, there is no value of X where F(X)

G(X).

If the same mathematical treatment is again applied to the FSD

statement, then the SSD statement is:

+ f (f F(X) - f G(X)) U(X) dx 0, (4-6)
- - -

for all X.

If the risk adverse behavior is assumed, i.e., if U"(X) 0,

then the sign determining relationship is the bracketed term. For

this statement to be true,

5 F(X) dx f G(X) dx, for all X. (4-7)

- -

This means that, given any outcome X in the domain, the integral

from - to that value of X on the CDF of F lies entirely to the right

of or directly on top of the CDF of G. For purposes of discussion

below, we will use Hadar and Russell's () and () to mean "is not

dominated by" for FSD and SSD statements. Removal of the tildes

changes this statement to "strictly dominates".

These statements are precursers to the first significant work on

diversification and SD performed by Hadar and Russell [1971], who

assume non-negative and independently distributed random variables X1

and X2. From these assumptions, they conclude diversification is

always optimal in the sense of SSD.
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Hadar and Russell [1974] were concerned primarily with showing

the conditions under which diversification was optimal and what the

conditions of optimality were, without the assumption of

independence. The section of Hadar and Russell's proof which

concerns this paper is the two variable case, which is presented

below:

Theorem: Assume a two prospect portfolio, P(k) = kX1 + (1-k)X2;

exists with a distribution function G(X1,X2,k). The

marginal distributions of X1 and X2 are F1(X) and

F2(X). If F1(X) = F2(X) = F(X), for all real X, then

G(X1,X2,k) (S) F(X) for 0 < k < 1.

Proof: If h is the joint density of X1 and X2, then G( is the

integral of h over k(X1) + (1-k)(X2) z;

z(1-k1 (z-(1-k)X2)k
G(z,k) = f f h(X1,X2) dX1dX2,(4-8)

0 0

or given a variable change of v = z-(1-k)X2 and accounting

for the fact dv = -(1-k) dX2;

z vk

G(z,k) = -(1-k1 f f h[X1,(z-v)(1-k)] dX1dv.

0 0 (4-9)

Taking yet another integral with respect to z yields;-'

G(z,k) = -(1-kY1 h[X1,(z-v)(1-k1] dzdX1dv

0 0 0 0 (4-lOa)

= H[vk,(y-v)(1-k1] dv. (4-lOb)

0

z,k)
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If w = T, then,

G(z,k) = k H[w,(y-kw)(1-k1] dw

0 0

-1
yk

-1
f H[w,(y-kw)(1-k) ] dw.

y

y - kw

If t = 1-k , then;

JI'
k f H[w,(y-kw)(1-k1] dw
y
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(4-11)

y
= (1-k) f H[(y-(1-k)t)k,t] dt. (4-12)

0

Therefore,

y y

f G(z,k) dz = k f H[w,(y-kw)(1-k) ] dw

0 0

+ (1-k) f H[y-(1-k)t)k,t] dt (4-13)

0

However, the two integrals on the right hand-side are
identical. Therefore,

f G(z,k) dz = f H[w'(y-kw)(1-k1] dw. (4-14)

0 0

This completes the proof, since it has been shown the

specialized portfolio will never be strictly dominating, and at most,

will not be dominated under SSD. Furthermore, this is true,

regardless of the nature of interdependence.

Principal results of Hadar and Russell's 1974 article are that

for optimality of diversification, equality of marginal distributions
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must exist in the two prospect case, for the risk averter. If there

are h jointly distributed prospects with n-i identical distributions

when every risk averter should employ some of each activity. If the

distribution is symetrical, then complete and equal diversification

is sufficient for optimality. Hadar and Russell conclude, along with

Samuelson, that when prospects are not identically distributed, then

optimality of diversification is no longer guaranteed. However, with

equal means and negative covariances, diversification has been found

to be optimal.

The other major result by Hadar and Russell deals with

optimality conditions for cases where marginal densities are not

identical. Risk aversion is assumed.

Theorem: Let H(X1X2) be a joint distribution function with

non-negative random variables X1 and X2 having

marginal distributions of F1 and F2. If two variables

have the same mean and H(X1X2) (F) F1(X1) and F2(X2)

then diversification is optimal.

Without proof, Hadar and Russell cite Samuelson [1967] and

conclude, with equal means of marginal densities it is possible to

show that diversification is optimal. Negative dependence, also

suggested by Samuelson, is yet another condition of optimality in

diversification, though no connection between the two (negative

dependence and equal means) need be implied. What results, then, are

two conditions that could yield optimality of diversified portfolios:

negative interdependence and equal means of the marginal densities.

Operationally, these conclusions suggest if two prospects are
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suspected of being strongly negatively correlated, and if a

statistically relevant sample size suggests marginal densities of

equal means, then the simple elimination of one prospect or the other

in an SD framework is not possible. Both may have to be eliminated,

and a search for dominant portfolios would have to be initiated.

Conversely, if the correlation coefficient is strongly positive or if

means are unequal, a simple elimination of those inefficient

specialized prospects is sufficient to insure the optimal set has not

been arbitrarily reduced.

However, it seems that variance of the distributions and the

relative difference of the variance between two distributions is also

very important in determining optimality/non-optimality of

diversification; although, the statements are of necessity less

definitive. As an example, for the normal case, a well known FSD

result is that if E(X1) > E(X) and v(X1) < V(X) then F(X1) (F)

F(X2)..J Appealing to the algebra of expectations, where upper case

E and V is expected value and variance and X1, X2 denote random

variables. Suppose V(X1) = 4 V(X2), 0 < 4 < 1. That is, the mean

of the random variable X1 is greater than that of X2 yet the variance

of X1 is smaller, and so is the standard deviation. It would then be

true that for any linear combination of X1 and X2 yielding the new

variable U, the following inequality for the variances must hold in

addition to E(X1)>E(U):
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V(X1) < V(U), (4-15a)

V(X1) < k2 V(X1) + (1-k)2 V(X2)

+ 2k(1-k) Cov(X1,X2), (4-15b)

q2 V(X2) < k2 V(X2) + (1-k)2 V(X2)

+ 2k(1-k) Cov(X1,X2). (4-15c)

Defining Cov(X1,X2) as and eliminating V(X2) from both sides

of the equation, results in:

< k22 + (i-k)2 + 2k(1-k) . (4-15d)

To find the values of k for which the stated dominance holds, two

roots are formed:

0 < (1-k) [_2 (1+k) + (1-k) + 2kp4]. (4-15e)

Such that k < 1, a trivial statement reflecting the fact that if

k = 1, V(U) = V(X1), and

k < (4-16)

The relevant part of this function is that which carries a positive

value for the denominator. An alternative specification can be

derived showing the required value of p in relation to k and by

rearranging (4-15d):

q2 (1..k2) - (1-k)2 < 4-17
2k (1-k)

The left-hand side of (4-17) is composed of the parameters for a

specific problem. It should be noted particularly that dominance

depends on not only p, c, and k,but also on the condition E(X1)

E(U). Taken together, these constitute necessary and sufficient

conditions for optimal specialized activities. To explore the
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effects of changing these parameters on dominance results, a Monte

Carlo experiment was performed. A description of the experimental

design and results are presented in subsequent sections.

Methodology

In the previous section, an argument was presented explaining

why cases of dominating diversified portfolios could be expected, or,

at least, why non-dominated portfolios could be expected. All

conclusions based on identical means or identical marginal densities

(or distributions) tend to support the intuitive notion that

'tspreading out" activities is generally desirable. Even under the

assumption of unequal marginal densities in a bivariate problem,

diversification may still be optimal, if covariance is negative and

means are equal. This observation implies, if someone is considering

using SD as a means of choosing among portfolios, strategies, or

activities the statistical relationship between the specialized cases

can no longer be ignored. Unfortunately, this opens up a search

across large numbers of portfolios, which could involve a

considerable cost if not systematically approached. Hadar and

Russell, as well as Samuelson, have derived the conditions which must

exist for diversification to be optimal. However, the issue they

raise makes the casual use of SD tenuous. It would be worthwhile,

then, to systematically investigate several well-known multivariate

distribution functions, to determine how changes in the correlation

coefficient affect SD results. This approach may lead to changes in

the way efficient sets are chosen in an SSD framework. The present
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methodology is presented to show the relationships among covariance,

portfolio mix, sample mean and sample variance differences on SD

results. Simulation was used in an effort to exhibit these effects

for families of joint distributions yielding normal marginal

densities.

The choice was made to treat the normal case first, since the

behavior of normal distributions has been extensively explored

analytically, as a result of the development of portfolio analysis

based on E-V criteria, where normality is assumed. Second, this

represents a clear case where, if prospects have not been tested for

normality, then derived SD recommendations may not be the only ones

which are non-dominated. In extreme cases, such recommendations may

be dominated by a mixed portfolio. However, where the user of SSD is

unaware of these potential problems, these recommendations will then

be taken at face value.'

From the above statement., a demonstration of the problem is

considered important, even for the case of normality. Third, and

perhaps most important, is the conclusion of Pope and Ziemer [1983],

which suggests even where normality can be assumed, the likelihood of

correct rankings' is greater if comparisons are made using estimated

distribution functions rather than maximum likelihood estimates of

mean and variance. Their paper focused on the effects of sampling

error on SD results. Their general conclusion was, the empirical

distribution function is probably the best candidate among the

available alternatives. In addition, overall performance of the
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mean-variance rule is not generally better than the empirical

distribution function even when normality is correctly assumed.

To more clearly see the effects of mean and variance

differences, as well as magnitudes of rho (the correlation

coefficient), on dominance results, a simulation was undertaken. A

random sample of 200 was generated from a bivariate normal

distribution on the computer. Variance and covariance values of the

distribution were specified prior to drawing the sample, where the

covariance was specified to be 0. The sample actually drawn had a

mean for x1 of 90.5994 and variance of 15.0106. Variance-covarianCe

matrices were to be defined and samples drawn based on the

specifications using random number generation. However, two problems

led to abandonment of this approach. One problem was the variability

in each sample, and the possible effects on experiment outcome. Had

new samples been drawn for every variance-covariance specification,

then variability in samples would have also affected dominance

results and would have yielded misleading recommendations concerning

conditions for dismissing a prospect. Also, some difficulty was

encountered, because all sampling done by the subroutines for a

specified correlation coefficient was from a normal joint

distribution. That is, in assuming joint normality, covariance

specifications exhibited themselves as differences in the means and

variance of the marginal densities. Since maintainingioint

normality was not important (only marginal normality) and more

control over the means and variances of marginal densities was

desired instead, the joint distribution was allowed to change with a
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changingcorrelation coefficient. Figure IV-2 shows the variability

which took place in the marginal distribution function for X2, when

the variance-covariance matrix was changed. If the functional form

is constrained to normality, and mean/variance of X1 is constant, the

marginal density of X2 is affected by the choice of the correlation

coefficient; something that would be expected theoretically. For

these reasons, design of the experiment was altered in the following

ways, so more control over the means and variances of the marginals,

as well as the correlation coefficient, could be maintained.

First, both values for X1 and X2 were sorted in ascending order,

thus yielding a different joint distribution, and also changing the

correlation coefficient to a value of .996. The X2 column was then

reverse sorted, and at each sort iteration, the value of the simple

correlation coefficient was calculated. The sorting was interrupted

and the data were kept for values of rho (p) equal to -.999, -.666,

-.333, 0.000, .111, .222, .333, .555, .666, .777 and .996. It is

worth noting that, changes in rho will change marginal distributions,

given joint normality, but changing rho given fixed marginal

distributions (which is tantamount to changing the joint

distributions) can also be done. Further, an arbitrary shift in mean

and/or variance does not change the underlying value of rho.-" Also,

the particular way in which this problem is set up seems to suggest

that, even though data drawn represent normal marginal distributions,

the joint distribution is different for each value of rho. This

observation suggests that a normal joint distribution will always

yield normal marginal distributions, but not necessarily vice-versa.
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After these eleven data sets were created from the original sample,

the objective was then to find those combinations of variance and

mean which would cause the specialized portfolio (the prospect) to

dominate any diversified portfolio.

The experiment was set up so for each specification of

correlation coefficient, the mean and variance of X1 was increased,

while the mean and variance of X2 remained constant. This means for

each mean specification of X1 (90, 100, 108, and 126, approximately),

the standard error of X1 was allowed to change (15, 16, 18, and 20,

approximately; see Appendix IV-1).

The implication is that, while X1 was "dominant" in mean, it

would become increasingly less dominant from the standpoint of

increases in standard error. Then, for each mean-variance

combination, a set of 9 diversified activities were formed,

corresponding to k = .1 - .9. Observations of the variables and

X2 were mixed in these nine different proportions to create 9 new

data sets. The pair X1, X2 (where k = 1 and 0, respectively) were

set up in such a way the variable X1 was always, at least, not

dominated. The variable was, then, the reference for comparison

of all diversified activities. Each diversified activity was

compared against X1 and checked for FSD and SSD. If X1 dominated the

diversified activity, the comparison was given the score of 1.

Non-dominated diversified activities were given a score of 0, and if

a diversified activity strictly dominated, it was given a score of

-1. The whole experiment made 1,584 such comparisons, over 11 values
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of rho, 16 different mean-variance cases, and 9 different linear

combinations of X1 and X2.

Hadar and Russell's results, as well as those results derived in

standard portfolio analysis, should be able to be empirically

reproduced. Experiments were run to isolate the effects of changes

in mean, changes in standard error, and changes in correlation

coefficient. Using the same ratios of variance, the experiment was

repeated over several mean differences. The pattern, if any existed,

would delineate the values of relative standard errors, relative

sample means, and correlation coefficients, which yield no dominating

mixed activities, and also cases where pure activities always

dominated. The results are summarized in Appendix IV-1.

Results

Appendix IV-1 shows the summary results of FSD and SSD, for each

of the eleven data sets corresponding to values of rho from .996 to

-.991 for the normal case. In each table of the Appendix, the rows

of SD results are based on comparisons between two different

distributions, both having a specified mean and variance. Each

result, then, is for a specified value of correlation coefficient, as

well as for a given index of the ratio of means and a ratio of

standard errors called Delta, in the Appendix. This index was

composed so to identify a specific mean-variance difference, and is

composed as follows:

4-18)
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remained the same (at X2 = 90.5270 and S2 = 15.0413).

The results were as expected, in that the FSD and SSD results

suggest the distinctiveness of distributions with respect to mean and

variance differences play a large role in determining whether or not

diversification is optimal. For example, in Table IV-1, with no mean

difference (mean ratio = 1.00), there was no correlation coefficient

low enough, where the specialized portfolio strictly SSD dominated

every diversified portfolio. This tends to support Samuelson's,

Hadar and Russell's, and this chapter's analytical results. At a

mean difference of 1.11, it could not be guaranteed that, for values

of rho below +.996, either specialized portfolio would strictly

dominate all of the diversified portfolios. However, as the mean

difference widens, the relevant minimum value of rho generally falls.

It should be noted there are no cases on Table IV-1 where a minimum

value of rho is negative. This suggests for the normal case, strict

dominance by specialized portfolios never occurred at values of rho

below zero.

Table IV-2 shows the same basic pattern as Table IV-1, under the

condition the values of rho shown is the lowest value at which no

portfolio was dominated. In other words, if only these cases where

diversified portfolios strictly dominated the specialized portfolio

were investigated, the lowest value of rho at which no dominance

occurred would be the threshold level of rho, below which such a

condition could no longer be guaranteed. A search for an optimal

diversified portfolio would have to be initiated if, for example, an



Table IV-1.

S2

S2

Lowest Values of Rho at Which Specialized Portfoli1
Strictly SSD Dominated All Diversified Portfolios.-

Table IV-2. Lowest Values of Rho at Wtqyh No Specialized
Portfolios Were Dominated.-
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1/ The sign indicates that there was no lowest value of rho at
which specialized portfolios dominated.

2/ The sign or "+ indicates that there was no value of rho
that was investigated which had the condition described. The

sign indicates the direction where the lowest value of rho
should be found.

1.00 1.11 1.20 1.40

.99 + .996 .555 0.00

.91 + + .777 0.00

.83 + + .996 .111

.72 + + + .777

1.00 1.11 1.20 1.40

.99 .777 -.991 -.991

.91 .996 + -.991

.83 .777 .996 -.333 -.991

.72 + .996 .996 -.991
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investigation of two variables yielded a rho value (given some mean

and variance difference) which would be smaller than the rho value

used as a reference. If the existence of non-dominated diversified

portfolios which are not accounted for is accepted, then the field of

search is greatly reduced. For example, in Table IV-2 a value of rho

would have to be less than -.991 before a search for an optimal

diversified portfolio would be necessary. That is, if it is known

that certain pairs of prospects yield non-dominated diversifications,

but investigating the efficient set in such detail is not desired, a

significant amount of the pair-wise tests can be eliminated, although

at some loss in precision.

The Monte Carlo experiment results tend to support the

analytical results presented previously, for the normal distribution.

That is, the greater the mean and variance difference there is, the

smaller the value of rho can be while still maintaining the dominance

of X1 over diversified portfolios. Although the configuration is not

identical, the same general pattern is evident in log normal and

uniform distribution results (see, for example, Appendix IV-2 for

results of the same experiment on these distributions performed by

McCarl and Hastie). Of particular note is the fact the uniform

distribution is extremely insensitive to mean and variance

differences, and only at the most extreme values is there any

flexibility in rho, without resorting to diversification. The

implication is, if uniform distributions are suspected, then

diversification would be more likely to be optimal. It is perhaps

even more disturbing to note there does not appear to be any
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generality in the results from distribution to distribution.

However, the difficulties caused by dependence are becoming more

clearly documented. Given this documentation, further investigations

into the application of SD can continue in the direction of retaining

generality in spite of the effects ofinterdependence among random

variables.

In general, Tables IV-1 & 2 suggest the possible construction of

a decision rule that could be used to perform two important

functions: (a) choose among pair-wise comparisons for those

prospects which would likely yield optimality in diversification; and

(b) treat these cases sequentially or iteratively, in a way which

would yield a set of efficient specialized and/or diversified

portfolios. This is described in Appendix IV-3.

Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Work

This paper has presented the results of a Monte Carlo

experiment, based on normal marginal distributions, a commonly

encountered distribution in field work. In addition, the same

experiment has been used to investigate the log normal and uniform

distributions. The results generally support the analytical work of

many previous authors, but also undermine the empirical work of a

number of others. However, the powerful result of this chapter is

the presentation of some cases under which SD can safely be used

without fear of discovering a mix of the prospects analyzed which

would yield a portfolio which will SSD dominate the most efficient

specialized prospect found. Hadar and Russell, as well as Samuelson,
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have shown theoretical examples of when diversification is optimal.

This chapter has shown analytically and empirically for the normal

(as well as for the log-normal and the uniform distributions in

Appendix IV-2), those cases where diversification was not optimal.

In using SD, this is a potentially more important result, as it

begins to help explain when detailed search for dominating

diversified portfolios can be ignored. It has also been illustrated

that:

The likelihood of dominating diversified portfolios

increases, for low values of correlation coefficient.

A number of pieces of research may have ignored and

therefore retained this problem.

Under certain conditions specified above, the superiority

of stochastic dominance could be questioned.

However, there still remains the question of what to do when

there is a strong possibility of a dominating diversified portfolio.

If all prospects can be assumed normal, or if one can assume a

quadratic utility function for income, then the straight-forward

method would be E-V analysis to determine an efficient set of

portfolios. However, if the prospects are distributed differently,

and if the dubious assumption about utility cannot be made, then it

becomes less obvious that there is an appropriate algorithm which can

take advantage of both the generality of SD, as well as the

information contained in coefficients of simple correlations between

prospects. A simple decision rule designed to answer the question

"should two prospects be checked for dominant mixes?" based on
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expanded versions of Tables IV-1 and IV-2 could be formed, if the

recommendations of these tables were somewhat invariant among

different distributions. In other words, if only one table had to be

formed and used, this could lead to an extremely powerful decision

rule and algorithm for forming an efficient set of diversified

portfolios (see Appendix IV-3). However, the normal, log normal, and

uniform cases (see Appendix IV-2) appear to be different enough t

warrant consultation of separate tables. Thus, the problem of

checking each pair of distributions for possible dominant mixes

becomes very difficult. Yet, another approach might be to base a

decision rule and a diversification algorithm on the distribution

yielding the worst incidence of cases where diversified portfolios

would dominate. Unfortunately, this would tend to expand the whole

problem to one of diversifying the majority, if not all, of the

suspected prospects; clearly an untenable solution. The problem of

what to do when distributions are unknown or untested and when

diversification is optimal would be a relevant topic for future

inquiry. If the above mentioned problem can ever be addressed by the

development of a simple decision rule and diversification algorithm,

then the method of deriving efficient sets through SSD would not only

be conceptually attractive and superior from the standpoint of more

fully using sample information or higher moments, but would also be

operationally superior as well.



Appendix IV-1

Results of the Monte Carlo Experiment

The following twelve tables summarize the results of the Monte

Carlo Experiments, which investigated the effect of changing mean and

variance ratio and the coefficient of correlation, rho, on the

robustness of a dominating specialized portfolio.

A total of sixteen mean and variance combinations were

investigated for each different value of rho. Each mean and variance

combination was ranked in increasing order of distinguishability

between the two distributions. An index was composed in the

following manner:

xs
Delta

1 2

x2s1

The sample mean and variance was not allowed to vary in the

second distribution (X2). Values of Delta were calculated from the

actual sample means and variances and are found on Table 1.

The dominance structure for the specialized portfolios were

invariant with respect to the value of rho. This dominance structure

is recorded in Table IV-1.1. The reference distribution initially is

always X1. When X1 dominates X2 in either degree, the value of 1 is

assigned. The value of -1 signifies a dominating X2 and 0 signifies

a tie.
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Whenever there was a tie, the distribution (X1 or X2) used to

compare with the mixed activities was chosen on the basis of which

yielded the most cases of optimal diversifications.

TABLE IV-1.1 VALUES OF DELTA, FOR MEAN-VARIANCE COMBINATIONS, AND DOMINANCE

STRUCThRE OF PURE ACTIVITIES*

Entry Sample Standard

(Tables 2-12) Mean X1 Error X1 Delta FSD SSD X1/X2 s2/S1

* The parameters for X were invariant throughout the analysis.

They are: X2 = 90.570

= 15.0413

1 91.0022 21.0322 .7191 0 0 1.00 .715

2 100.961k 20.9865 .7996 0 0 1.11 .716

3 90.7323 17.9981 .8379 0 0 1.00 .836

4 108.963k 20.9440 .8626 0 0 1.20 .716

5 90.6800 16.5094 .9129 0 0 1.00 .910

6 100.8124 18.0357 .9290 0 0 1.11 .834

7 108.8023 18.0336 1.0027 1 1 1.20 .834

8 90.5994 15.0106 1.0031 0 0 1.00 .998

9 126.9608 21.0176 1.0040 1 1 1.40 .716

10 100.6875 16.5326 1.0121 0 0 1.11 .910

11 108.6976 16.5283 1.0930 1 1 1.20 .910

12 100.5868 15.0346 1.1119 1 1 1.11 1.000

13 126.7836 18.0158 1.1696 1 1 1.40 .835

14 108.5526 15.0327 1.2001 1 1 1.20 .999

15 126.6709 16.5089 1.2752 1 1 1.40 .911

16 126.5903 15.0082 1.4019 1 1 1.40 .998



Table IV-1.2. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .996

.7191 1 0

.7996 2 0

.8379 3 0

.8626 4 0

.9129 5 0

.9290 6 0

1.0027 7 1

1.0031 8 0

1.0040 9 1

1.0121 10 0 -1 -1 -1 0

1.0930 11 1

1.1119 12 1

1.1696 13 1 - - - -

1.2001 14 1 -

1.2752 15 1 -

1.4019 16 1

Table IV-1.3. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .777

0 0 0-1-1
O 0 0

O 0- - 0

0 0 0

O 0 0

o 0 0

1 1 1

O 0 0

1 1 1

O 0-1-1-1 0

1 1-- 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1
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FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8. .9

.7191 1 0 0 0 - - 0 -1 -1

.7996 2 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.8379 3 0 0 0---- 0

.8626 4 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0

.9129 5 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9290 6 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 0 0

1.0040 9 1 - - 1 1 1

1.0121 10 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0930 11 1 1 1 - 1

1.1119 12 0 0 1 0 0 1

1.1696 13 1 1 1 1

1.2001 14 1 1 1

1.2752 15 1 1 1 - 1

1.4019 16 1 1 1 1

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9



Table IV-1.k. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .666

FIRST DECREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7 .8.9 .1 .2.3 .4.5.6.7.8.9

.7191 1 0 0 0 - - - 0-1-1

.7996 2 0 -1 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 - - 0

.8379 3 0 0 0 0-1-1

.8626 4 -1 - -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 - 0

.9129 5 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 - - - 0

.9290 6 -1 -1 0 0 -1 - - - -1 0 - 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 -1 -1 0 - - 0

1.0040 9 1 1 1 1

1.0121 10 -1 - - -1 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0

1.0930 11 0 0 0 1 - - - - 1 0 0 0 1 - 1

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 1 1 1

1.2001 14 1 1 1 1

1.2752 15 1 1 1 1

1.4019 16 1 1 1 - - 1

Table IV-1.5. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .555

.7191 1 0 0 0 0-1-1

.7996 2 0 -1 -1 -1 0 - 0 -1 -1 0 - - 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 - - - 0

.8628 4 -1 -----1 0 0 0 -1 -----1 0 0 0

.9129 5 0 -1 -1 -1 0 - - - 0 -1 -1 0 1

.9290 6 -1 -----1 0 0 0 -1 -i 0 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0 0 0

1.0040 9 1 1 1 1

1.0121 10 -1 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 0

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 1 1 1

1.2001 14 1 1 1 1

1.2752 15 1 1 1 1

1.4019 16 1 1 1 - -
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FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9



Table IV-1.6. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .333

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

.7191 1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 - - 0

.7996 2 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 - 0

.8379 3 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 - 0

.8626 4 -1 -1 o 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9129 5 0 - - 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 -------0
1.0031 8 0 0 0 -1 '-1 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 0 0 -1 0 -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 1 1 - 1

1.2001 14 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 1 1

1.4019 16 1 1 1 1

Table IV-1.7. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .222

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 .1 .2 .3.4.5.6.7.8.9

.7191 1 0 - - 0 -1 -1 0 - - 0

.7996 2 0 0 -1 - -1 0 - 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 - -1 0 - - 0

.8626 4 -1 - -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9129 5 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 - - 0

1.0031 8 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 0 0 -1 0 -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 1 1 1

1.2001 14 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 1 1

1.4019 16 1 1 1 1
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Table IV-1.8. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = .111

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9

.7191 1 0 0 -1 - -1 0 - - - 0

.7996 2 0 - - 0 -1 - - -1 0 - - 0

.8379 3 0 0 0 -1 - -1 0 - - 0

.8626 4 -1 - -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9129 5 0 - 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 0 -1 -1 - - -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 1 1 1

1.2001 14 0 0 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 1 1

1.1+019 16 1 1 1 1

Table IV-1.9. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = 0.00

FIRST DECREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2 .3 .4.5.6.7 .8.9 .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9
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.7191 1 0 0 -1 - -1 0 - - - 0

.7996 2 0 0 -1 - - - -1 0 0 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 - -. -1 0 - - 0

.8626 1+ -1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9129 5 0 - - - - 0 -1 - - -1 0 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 - - - -1 0 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 1

1.2001 14 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2752 15 1 - - - 1 1 - - - 1

1.4019 16 1 - - - 1 1 1



Table )V-1.1O. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p -.333

.7191 1 0 0 -1- OO

.7996 2 0 0 -1 - -1 -O 0 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 - -1 0 0 0

.8626 4 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0

.9129 5 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 -1 0

1.0027 7 0 0 0- - --0
1.0031 8 0 0 0 0 -

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 0 -1 -1 -1

1.0930 11 0 - - 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 - - - - 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2001 14 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

1.4019 16 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

Table IV-1.11. STOthASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p .666

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9

.7191 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0

.7996 2 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.8626 4 0 0 0- --0

.9129 5 0 - 0 -1 - -1 0 0

.9290 6 0 0 -1 -1 0

1.0027 7 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1 0

1.0031 8 0 0 0-1 -1 0

1.0040 9 0 0 0- -O
1.0121 10 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 - 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2001 14 0 0 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

1.4019 16 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
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FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k= .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9



Table IV-1.12. STOCHASTIC DOMINANCE RESULTS p = -.991

FIRST DEGREE SECOND DEGREE

Delta k .1 .2.3 .4.5.6.7.8 .9 .1 .2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9

.7191 1 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

.7996 2 0 0 -1 0 -1 - - -1 0

.8379 3 0 0 -1 1 0

.8626 4 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 - -1

.9129 5 0 0 -1 - 10

.9290 6 0 0-1 -1 --1

1.0027 7 0 0 0 0

1.0031 8 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1

1.0040 9 0 0 0 0

1.0121 10 0 - 0 -1 -1 - -1

1.0930 11 0 0 0 0

1.1119 12 0 0 0 0

1.1696 13 1 0 0 1 0 0

1.2001 14 0 0 0 0

1.2752 15 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

1.4019 16 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
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APPENDIX IV-2

Monte Carlo Results for Uniform and Log-Normal Distributions

Table IV-2.1. Lowest values of rho at which specialized portfolios strictly

dominated all diversified portfolios; uniform distribution.

Variance Ratios Mean Ratios

Table IV-2.2. Lowest values of rho at which the specialized portfolio was not

dominated; uniform distribution.

Variance Ratios Mean Ratios

1.00 1.11 1.20 1.kO

(.9963 -- .9995) .99 .95

(.9071 -- .9095) .91 .95

(.8317 -- .8232) .83 .80 -

(.7130 -- .7167) .71 .50 -

The sign "+" or "-" indicates that it is not possible to ascertain the lowest value of

observed rho for which these conditions apply. The indicates that there may be a

rho > .95 which satisfies these conditions. The "-" indicates that there may be a rho

< -.95 which also satisfies the condition.
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1.00 1.11 1.20 1.kO

(.9963 -- .9995) .99 + .15 -.33 -.75

(.9071 -- .9095) .91 + .33 -.25 -.75

(.8317 -- .8232) .83 + .50 0.00 -.75

(.7130 -- .7167) .71 + .95 .33 -.75



Table V-2.3. Lowest values of rho at which specialized portfolios strictly

dominated all diversified portfolios; log normal distribution.

Table IV-2.k. Lowest values of rho at which the specialized portfolio was not

dominated; uniform distribution.

Variance Ratios Mean Ratios
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The sign "+" or "-" indicates that it is not possible to ascertain the lowest value of

observed rho for which these conditions apply. The "+" indicates that there may bea

rho > .80 which satisfies these conditions. The "-" indicates that there may be a rho

< -.95 which also satisfies the condition. The (*) indicates a strong possibility

that there exists no rho which satisfies conditions since diversified portfolios are

seen strictly to dominate specialized portfolios at rho = .80.

Variance Ratios Mean Ratios

1.00 1.11 1.20 1.40

(.9939 -- .9981) .99 + .66 .05 -.66

(.9071 -- .9128) .91 + + .33 -.50

(.8309 -- .8403) .83 + + .66 -.33

(.7108 -- .7149) .71 + + + 0.00

1.00 1.11 1.20 1.40

*
(.9939 -- .9981) .99 +

*
(.9071 -- .9128) .91 +

(.8309 -- .8403) .83 +

(.7108 -- .7149) .71 + - .50



(mm S.f, S)

is
- (max S, Si)'

Appendix IV-3

Suggestions for a Revision of the SD Framework for Analysis

Suppose a researcher wishes to use SSD, but also wants to make

sure he actually gets all specialized and diversified portfolios

which are efficient in the efficient set. He might then take each

prospect, calculate mean and standard error of the estimate. A

simple correlation matrix could be formed from all prospects and

then, form each relation X, X for the indices,
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(max X, X)

(mm xi., X)

The researcher would have a pre-prepared table, similar to

Tables IV-1 or IV-2, but more detailed. These tables would give the

maximum value of correlation coefficient for which a known dominance

condition held (say, for which the specialized portfolio strictly

dominated all diversifications). If, for any pair-wise correlation

coefficient, p, that value was less than the reference value, ref'

then these two variables would be marked for diversification. The

matrix of simple correlation coefficients between the specialized

portfolio, could then be used to identify those pairs of random

variables which are most likely to have optimal diversifications of

portfolios. This matrix, like the correlation matrix, would be

symmetric. Although such a pair-wise approach would not appear to

have much use, since it deals with only two variables at a time, it
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does initiate the process of expanding the set of prospects to

include diversified portfolios, in an iterative, or stepwise manner.

Each pair of random variables in the matrix, which were marked

for diversification, would be similar to the pair of random variables

used in the experiment in this paper. However, in a case where real

data are used, the underlying distributions (joint or marginal) would

not be known. All that would be known is that, between the two

extremes (the specialized portfolio) there could be a dominant

diversified portfolio(s).

However, a continuous search over all values of k for each pair

of variables could easily expand the problem without adding a lot of

information, especially if the end result was that no distribution

was found to be dominated. For problems where all prospects are

suspected of being part of a dominating portfolio, then the solution

is far more complex. However, if a search can be made over a

reasonable number of portfolios T, which correspond to I values of k

in each two-prospect case, then given the original prospects, an

approximation of relevant portfolios can be reached by an iterative

method.

This iterative method would start by expanding all tagged"

pairs of prospects by forming portfolios. The parent prospects would

also be kept. However, in subsequent iterations, the same pairs

would not be chosen again for diversification. The other T-2

portfolios of each pair would be highly correlated with one another,

and mean-variance differences would not play as large a role in

distinguishing distributions. The characteristics of these
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portfolios would ensure further diversification within this set would

be less frequent. The number of portfolios would continue to be

expanded for each iteration where there were still pairs of

prospects/portfolios which could be "tagged" as yielding possible

optimal portfolios. Subsequent iterations would converge to a matrix

where, except for prospects/portfolios already diversified, no

further gains from diversification would be apparent, based on the

decision rule. The resulting set of prospects and portfolio would

represent an "almost efficient" set, since there would be actually

only T values of k chosen for examination and also, since there are

prospects/portfolios that were not selected for diversification.

However, upon convergence, the almost efficient set could have in it

portfolios containing a number of the original prospects, as well as

individual prospects themselves (specialized portfolios). Further,

each portfolio would be valid because each would conform to the

constraint z k =1 not only for two prospects, but for all n

prospects. This almost efficient set, then would be compared in a

round of SSD, and efficient sets of portfolios could be chosen from

this family. The above description, sounds messy when compared to

simply comparing prospects/portfolios without further

diversification. However, this seems to be a very small price to

pay, if the dejision rules could be generalized to many different

distributions. Also, such a procedure may not be needed in the

majority of cases within agriculture and fisheries, where many times,

random variables are relatively highly correlated. All that would

actually be needed in these cases is some determination, under the



The subsequent comparison of r64, r72, and r82 with the reference

values for the given measures of mean and standard error measure
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criteria described, that there are no pair-wise cases where

diversification might be optimal.

To give an example, suppose we have four specialized activities;

X1 X2 X3and X4. A look at the correlation matrix for each pair

along with the relative means and standard errors suggest that and

X4, as well as X2 and X4, are likely to have optimal mixes. These

pairs are each diversified, forming three more variables from each

pair. The k values used were .3, .5, and .7, the distribution was

IJK = kX + (1-k) X31<3. The new correlation matrix formed would

be:

14.3 14.5 14.7 X2 24.3 24.5 24.7 X3 X4

xl 1

14.3 r21 1

14.5 r31 r32 1

14.7 r41 r42 r43 1

r51 r52 r53 r54 1

24.3 r61 r62 r63 r64 r65 1

24.5 r71 r.72 r73 r74 r75 r76 1

24.7 r81 r82 r83 r84 r85 r86 r87

X3 r91 r92 r93 r94 r95 r96 r97 r98

X4 r101 r102 r103 r104 r105 r106 r107 r108 r109
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suggests further diversification of these pairs may be optimal. An

expansion again occurs along the lines described above. Subsequent

tests do not reveal anything in the way of optimal diversified

portfolios. However, note that even though this process is

-"pair-wise" there is opportunity, through an iterative process, to

have a portfolio composed of more than two prospects. For example,

suppose we look at the diversification of 24.3 and 14.7, where k .3

in the new iteration. Then the new random variable, NRV is:

NRV = .3 (14.7) + .7(24.3)

= .3 (.7X + .3X4) + .7(.3X2 + .7X4)

= .21X1+.09X4+.21X2+.49X4

= .21 X1 + .21 X2 + .58 X4

Notice also the sum of the k values will never be greater than 1.

The end result of the first iteration would be a new set of

variables, containing the old and new diversified variables. Means,

standard errors, and a correlation matrix for the new set would be

calculated. Although the pairs which were diversified in the

previous iteration would not be allowed to diversify in subsequent

iterations, all other variables would be subject to the same decision

rule, using the same reference table and values of
ref

If there

were pairs tagged, then these would also be diversified.



Endnotes

1/ This example is courtesy of Dr. B.A. McCarl who relayed it to
the author in a memorandum of March 28, 1984. He references

Anderson's 1974 pieceon stochastic dominance appearing in
Review of Marketing and Agricultural Economics.

2/ See bibliographies by Bawa [1982] as well as Whitmore and
Findlay [1978].

1

3/ In the original manuscript, the sign is dropped from ri.

4/ I am indebted to B.A. McCarl, for suggesting this as a start for
this analysis and also for suggesting an approach using algebra
of expectations,, rather than appealing to the normal
distribution.

5/ It has been widely held that under conditions of normality in
prospects, E-V analysis is identical to SSD analysis (Hanoch and
Levy, 1969). It is granted that if identical sets of
distributions, the parents of which can be safely assumed
normal, are subjected to E-V and SSD or ISO analysis, the
members of each efficient set will be virtually the same (note,
however, Porter and Gaumnitz's empirical results). However, the

E-V analysis is based on an optimization problem that minimizes
the objective function

N N N

Q = - r (z k. E.) + (z k k. vi.)
i=11 1

j=1 i=1
N

subject to E k. = 1, (where E1 = expected value of prospect 1,

1=1
1

V.. is the variance (covariance) of i,j, and k. are decision
viab1es), and some specified values of the oefficient of
risk aversion, r. The coefficient of risk aversion is defined
by Arrow and Pratt, called the Arrow-Pratt measure of local risk
aversion, -IJ"(X), where X is a measure of wealth.

U'(X)
Therefore, it is possible to know the efficient frontier of
expected value and variance, and by inference, make some
judgement not only about what is efficient in the set of
portfolios considered, but what could or should be in the
efficient set besides the prospects. In this sense, E-V
analysis exploits the variance covariance matrix of the
prospects or portfolios considered and is, therefore, superior
in that it searches over infinite choices to find an efficient
set (also infinite) and finally, with a knowledge of the
coefficient of risk aversion, a single portfolio. SD simply

compares finite prospects, as though there are no combination of
prospects beyond what has been presented. The result then, is
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complete agreement with E-V approaches on which portfolios of a
specified finite set is most efficient, but no further
reconmiendations beyond this are normally forthcoming.
Therefore, if there was some easy method which could incorporate
a search for efficient portfolios in predefined cases where a
search is justified, then SD would be not only conceptually
superior, as well as more robust in the face of sampling error,
but it would also be operationally superior. A first step
toward addressing this problem is to define conditions where
searches for optimal portfolios are not necessary.

6/ For example, the simple linear correlation of two random
variables is defined as:

p

Cov(X1X2) E(X1X2) - E(X1) E(X2)

V(x1)½ v(x2)½ (E(x12)_(E(X1))2)½ (E(X22)_(E(X2))2Y

If either or both variables X1 and X2 are transformed, such
that a new variable, V1 = aX1 + b is formed, then the above
equation for correlation becomes:

E(aX1X2 + bX2) - E(aX1) E(X2) - b(EX2)

(E(a2X12 + 2abX1 b2) - (aE(X1) + b)2)½ (E(X22)(E(X2))2)½

a(E(X1X2) - E(X1) E(X2))

(a2E(X12) - a2(E(X1))2)½ (E(X22) - (E(X2))2)
½'

removal of the a2 from under the radical of the denominator
yields,

E(X1X2) - E(X1) E(X2)

= (E(x12) - (E(X1))2)½ (E(X22) - (E(X2))2)½

which is the original value of p.
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